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E(i) PREFACE
This volume is the third of a three volume set presenting
the description and program documentation of a mathematical
model package for thermal pollution analyses and prediction.
Two sets of programs, both in the free-surface formulation,
are presented and clearly explained in this volume. These
programs were developed by the Thermal Pollution Group At the
University of Miami, and were funded by NASA, thus the ?rogram
names NASUM II and NASUM III were given to reflect this joint
effort.
These models are three-dimensional and time dependent
using the primitive equation approach. They have sufficient
generalality in programing procedure to allow application at
sites with diverse topographical features. Both programs pre-
dict surface height variationss velocity field and temperature
field for the "complete field". In the case of NASLNZ II a far-
field formulation is used without including the plant thermal
discharge; and in the case of NASUM III, a horizontal stretching
is used to take account of the plant thermal discharge, and also
to include far-field influences such as varying tide and ambient
currents at points sufficiently far from the point of discharge.
These volumes are intended as user's manuals and, as such,
present specific instructions regarding data preparation for
program execution and specific simple problems.
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1(ii) LIST OF SYMBOLS
The following list of symbols which are obtained from Volume 1
are presented here for convenience.
Al
	First term in n o (t), which is defined below
AZ
	Coefficient of second term in no(t)
Co	phase velocity of surface gravity waves, gH
C 	 specific heat at constant pressure
f	 Coriolis parameter
g	 acceleration due to gravity
h	 depth relative to the mean water level
H	 depth contour relative to free surface, h + n
I	 grid index in x-direction or a direction
J	 grid index in y-direction or $ direction






Ks	surface heat transfer coefficient
1	 width of bay at ocean-bay interface













t^ time lag in no (t), which is defined below
u velocity in x-direction (dimensional)
v velocity in y-direction (dimensional)
vo Amplitude of inlet tidal velocity vo(t)





a	 horizontal coordinate in stretched system, - x
a	 horizontal coordinate in stretched system, - y
Q	 vertical coordinate in stretched system, - z/H
P	 density
phase angle in tidal current velocity
Q	 transformed vertical velocity
W	 angular frequency of tidal wave
TxZ	 surface shear stress in x-direction

















the distance at which minimum step size is desired in
x-direction (see transformation relation below)
the distance at which minimum step size is desired in
y-direction (see transformation relation below)
a,b,c l ,c 2 ,c 3 ,c4 , d and a are related and defined by the
following relationships
a - a + c l Sinh' {c 2 (X-d) }
S - b + c3 Sinh " {c 4 (Y-e) }
'n	 free surface elevatic








This volume contains descriptions of the NAS' l ii and
14ASUM III computer programs together with instruc%ions on how tc
operate these programs. As outlined in Volume I of this
report, NASUM II is a three-dimensional, time dependent, free-
surface model intended for use in large domains where rather
coarse resolution is satisfactory. In NASUM,II the horizontal
distance between nodes in the rectangular grid employed in the
model is the same throughout the domain, NASUM III has the same
basic three-dimensional, free-surface character as NASUM II but
includes a form of "horizontal stretching" which provides fine
resolution in some parts of th y: domain and coarse resolution in
other parts. The horizontal distance between nodes in the rec-
tangular grid employed in the model is consequently a function
of location in the domain.
The program descriptions, associated algorithms, flow
charts, program symbols, choice of input data, and sample
problems for NASUM II Und NASUMIII are contained herein for the
ready access of the computer programs by the user. Note, that the
governing equations, approximations, simplifying assumptions,
and numerical methods of solution are presented in Volume I.
NASUMII (the far-field version of the free surface model)
has been applied to South Biscayne Bay, Florida and is pre-
sentea with computer results in Lee and Sengupta's (1977) report
on Three-Dimensional Thermal . Pollution Models and in a paper by
Sengup ta, Lee and Miller (1977). The South Biscayne Bay is a
relatively shallow estuary with the principal driving mechanism
being tidal flux	 at the ocean-bay interface, although wind
PRECEDING PACE CLANK NOT FIL41;,"j
d
6effects are clearly evidenced in the northern part of the bay.
NASUM III (the horizontally stretched version of the free
surface model) has been applied to Hutchinson Island, St. Lucie,
Florida, which is a coastal site with a submerged discharge.
Horiztonal stretching was used in order to obtain resolution
in the neighborhood of the discharge, while at the same time a
large horizontal domain could be covered. If a constant grid
size had been used, this would have required an excessively
large number of grid points to cover the same extent of the
boundaries of the domain. Therefore, in ordet to circumvent
this problem, a hyperbolic sine (SINN) stretching transformation
was used in both the horizontally lateral and transverse directions,
respectively, to obtain a small grid size in the neighborhood
of the discharge and an increasingly larger grid size as dis-
tance from the discharge point increased. Waldrop and Farmer (1973)
suggested a tangent	 (TAN) stretching transformation; however,
the SINH stretching transformation was found to have advantages
in this study. The details of the comparison between the
tangent and sinh stretching formulas are presented in Volume I.
Lee and Sengupta (1977) and Tsai (1977) present the results of
this Hutchinson Island investigation.
The effects of variable bottom topography, spatio-temporal
free surface variations, surface heat transfer based on the
equilibrium temperature concept introduced by Edinger and Geyer
(1971), tide level variation, resultant ambient currents, and
meteorological conditions have been factored into these models.
In addition, turbulence has been modelled by using the eddy
transport concept, and the effects of baroclinicity have been
included. Again, the user should refer to Volume I for the
complete mathematical formulation&, approximations and assumptions,
(	 and the numerical methods of solution.
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2. Program Descriptions
This section presents the computer program algorithms and
associated flow charts (in standard notation. c.f. Murrill and
Smith (1975) for the NASUM II and NASUM III.
2.1 NASUM II (The Far Field Modea
2.1.1 Description of Program Algorithm
The program algorithm for NASUM II is a follows:
a) Integrate the surface height equation using forward-
time, central-space differencing initially (FTCS), and, there-
after, central-time, central-space is used (CTCS).
b) Integrate the u-momentum equation using forward-time,
central-space differencing initially (FTCS), and, thereafter,
central-time, central-space is used (CTCS) with DuFort-Frankel
differencing applied to the vertical momentum diffusion term as
given, for example, in Roache (1972).
c) Integrate the v-momentum equation using forward-time,
central-space differencing initially (FTCS), and, thereafter,
central-time, central-space is used (CTCS) with DuFort-Frankel
differencing applied to the vertical momentum diffusion term.
d) Theequivalent vertical velocity, Q, is then computed
by knowing H, u and v. The spatial integration is performed by
applying Simpson's rule. (c.f.Crandell (1955).
e) The energy equation is then intregrated over time usin.-
forward-time, central-space (FTCS) throughout.
f) The density is calculated from the equation of state.
g) The pressure field is calculated from the hydrostatic
equation using the trapezoidal rule for spatial integration.
h) Then, the value of computed real time (or simulation
time) is checked and the steps a) through g) rt. ­Oeated if so
r
9desired. Reference to the flow chart presented in Fig.1 will
clarify this last step in the program algorithm.
2.1.2 Flow Chart
4
The flow chart for NASUM II is presented in Fig. 1.
2.2 NASUM III (The horizontally stretched model)
2.2.1 Description of Program Algorithm
The program algorithm for NASUM III is as follows;
a) Integrate the surface height equation using forwara-
time, central.-space differencing initially (FTCS), and ,
thereafter, central-time, central-space is used (CTCS).
b) Integrate the u-momentum equation using forward-time,
central-space differencing initially (FTCS), and, thereafter,
central-time, central -space is used (CTCS) without DuFort-
Frankel differencing applied to the vertical momentum diffusion
:.hen, since the vertical diffusion term does not govern the
ti,-e step value as it does for a shallow estuary.
c) Integrate the v-momentum equation using forward-
time, central-space differencing initially (FTCS), and, tnere-
after, central-time, central-space is used (CTCS).
d) The equivalent vertical velocity, Q, is then computed
by knowing H, u and v. However, for a submerged discharge Q
at the bottom of the basin is not zero ( c • f • Volirne I). The
spatial integration is performed by applying the trapezoidal rule.
e) The energy equation is then integrated over time using
forward-time, central-space (FTCS) initially, and, thereafter,
central-time, central-space (CTCS) is used.
f) The density is calculated from the equation of state.
g) The pressure field is calculated from the hydrostatic
equation using the trapezoidal rule for spatial integration.
10
h) Then, the value of computed real time (or simulation
time) is checked and they steps a) through g) repeated if see
desired. Reference LO the flew chart presented in Fir;. .,
will clarify this last step in the program algorittun.
e , 2. 2	 Flew Chart.
The flow chart for NASUM 111 is presented in Fig.	 2.
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3. LIST OF PROGRAM SYMBOLS
3.1 Symbols Common to Far-Field and Horizontally Stretched
Model Programs
This section presents in alphalw,-ical order the program
symbols, in FORTRAN language, and hr :.r definition for those
symbols which are common to -the Far-Field and Horizontally
Stretched Models. In many cases the definition is shortened
by referring to algebraic symbols already defined in
section (ii) of this volume.
A
Al	 first term in no(t)
A2	 Coefficient of second term in no(t)
B
BH : B 
BV : BV
C
CI : Coefficient of inertia term in momentum equations
CC : Coefficient of Coriolis term in momentum equations
CP Coefficient of pressure term in momentum equations
CH Coefficient of horizontal diffusion term in momentum
equations





D(I,J,K) u(a,S,a)	 at t a t + At
DT time step,	 At
DX Grid size in a - direction, Aa
DY Grid size in a - direction, os















DIHUX 3 (Hu)	 at k = k
3a






DIHVY 3 Hv	 at k = k
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D ZVY	 a v
as
D 1VWZ	 a v
ac
2
D 2VZ	 a v
2•
3 ^r
D IRTZ	 a OT
as
E	 E(I,J , F)	 v(a,$ , a) et t-t+At
ETA(I,J)
	 n(a,a)




F	 FF : f
G	 G(I,J,K) : u(a,S,Q) 	 at t=t
GR : g
H	 H(I,J,K)	 u(a, Q)	 at t=t
H(I,J)	 H(a,^)	 a.t t=t in energy equation
I
HDLIM(I,J) : - !




HN1(I,J): H(a,6) at t-t + At in energy equation
HS: Ks
HT(I,J): H(a,d)	 at t-t - At in momentum equations
HTD(I,J): H(a,$) at t-t in momentum equations
HTE(I,J): H(a,6) at t-t + At in momentum equations





I: Index in a - direction
II: Lower index for inlet along MAR-1*
12: Upper index for inlet along MAR-1
13: Lower index for outlet along MAR-2
I4: Upper index for outlet along MAR-2
15: Index for inlet along MAR-3
16: Index for outlet along MAR-4
IBAY: Parameter which when specified either provides
a constant time step for a shallow bay or for a
deep bay.
(-o for shallow bay; -1 for deep bay)
IHITE: -o for specifying initial surface
-1 for not specifying initial surface
IN: Number of grid points in a - direction
INLET: -1 for inlet along MAR-1
-2 for inlet along MAR-3
IRUN: -o for first run
-1 thereafter
*NOTE: The MAR(I,J) matrix is explained in section 6.1.3. Fig.3




J	 J: Index in S - direction
n: Index for inlet along MAR-1
J2: Index for outlet along MAR-2
J3: Lower index for inlet along MAR-3
J4: Upper index for inlet along MAR-3
J5: Lower index for outlet along MAR-4
J6: Upper index for outlet along MAR-4
JN: Number of grid points in a - direction
K	 K: Index in a- direction
KH: K 
KN: Number of grid points in a - direction
KV: KV
L	 L: Index of time cycle without energy equation
LL: Index of time cycle with energy equation
LN: Number of time cycles without energy equation
LNI: Number of time cycles with energy equation
M	 M: Parameter for either specifying V  (t) at the inlet or
specifying n o ( t) at the inlet (-1 for Vo , -2 for o case)
MAR(I,J): Numbering system for grid system - used to
distinguish between different boundary finite difference
schemes.
P	 P(I,J,K):	 P(a,R,a)
R	 RO(I,J,K): p(a,$,a) for variable density case
RR: p(a,s,a) for constant density case






TFLAT: Time interval from initial flat surface (n o-o) to some
desired hour
THT: Time interval from start-up to high tide
TI: Initial temperature for isothermal bay
TNI(I,J,K): T(a,S,a) at t-t + At
TPH: Time lag for V 	 (t)
TPHI: Time lag for n o (t)
TT: TTOT + TTOTI
TTOT: Total run time without energy equation
TTOTI: Total run time with energy equation






v(a,a,a) at t-t - At
V  amplitude of Vo (t) at inlet
Q(a,s,o)
1 of f a (Hu)	 + a Hv), d a
'moo l as	 as
w(a's'Q)
3.2 Additional Svmbols for Horizontally Stretched Model Program
This section presents in alphabetical order the program symbols,
in FORTRAN language, and their definition for those additional symbols
for the Horizontally Stretched Model. Again, symbols not defined
here have already been defined in section (ii).
A
A: Value of (X - d)/C1
B
Value of (Y - e)/C3
D_ DEEX: Value of C1
DEEY: Value of C3
I	 •,V,.
r18
DFLX; Grid size in a- direction, Am
DE'A.: Grid size in B - direction, AS
	
DHDX:	 K- 	 at t-t
DHDY : _5T at t- t
E
EEEX: Value of d











T(a,$,a) at t-t - of
T(a,B,a) at t-t
T(a,s,a) at t-t + At
Air temperature





















This section presents a detailed description of the main pro-
grams for the NASUM II and NASUM III. The main programs themselves
appear in Section 7.1.
4.1 NASUM II (Far-Field Main Program)
The following main program outline and associated description
is for the far-field version of the free surface model. The main
program name is FMAIN, and appears in Section 7.1.
a) Specify nA o iber of grid points, IN, JN and KN in PARAMETER
statement (although the geometry of the domain of solution under
consideration will not cover all the grid points; MAR(I,J)-0 covers
range of grid points outside the domain of solution, where MAR(I,J)
is constructed as shown in Fig. 5 for application to the South
Biscayne Bay).
b) Specify IRUN-0 or L. The value 0 is used for the first run
only, and 1 is used thereafter.
For IRUN - 0, READ2 and INITIA area used.
For IRUN - 1, READ1 is used.
c) Specify LN, LN1, M, INLET, IBAY, IHITE, I1, 12, 13, 24, 15,
16, Jl, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, VO, TPH, TPH1, Al, A2, HTMIN, THT,
TFLAT, CI, CC, CP, CH. CV, GR, FF, RR, DX, DY, DZ, KH, KV, BH, BV,
TI. See section 3.1 for definition of these symbols, and refer to
section 6.1.4, to follow, for a sample input of these parameters.
d) Specify TAUX, TAUY, TA, and HS, as defined in section 3.1,
each hour.
e) Specify DT as defined in section 3.1. (in seconds)
f) For L-1, TTOT-0.0: Energy equation is spot coupled to the system








g) For L>l: Energy equation is not coupled to the system of gover-
ning equations, but central-time is used now after the first time step
has been executed (for L-1).
21
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h) For LL>l, TT-TTOT + TTOT1 > 0: Energy equation is coupled to
the system of governing equations. The following subroutines













i) After the final time cycle is computed, the following subroutines









4.2 NASUM III (Horizontally Stretched Main Program)
The following main program outline and associated description
is for the horizontally stretched version of the free surface model.
The main program name is FMAIN, and appears in Section 7.1.
a) Specify number of g:id points, JN, JN and KN in PARAMETER
statement for the :omain of interest.
b) Read in all the data required and logic parameters IRUN, LN,
CI, CC, CP, CH, CV, GR, FF, RR, HK, DX, DY, DZ, KH, KV, BH, BV, TAUX,
TAVY, TAIR, DT, DELX, DELY, DEEX, DEEP, EEEX, EEEY. See sections 3.1
and 3.2 for def.nition of these symbols; and refer to Section 6.2.4,
to follow, for a sample input of these parameters.
c) Generate a two-dimensional matrix MAR(I,J) for locating the
position of the points in the domain.
d) Initialize all the necessary quantities, as defined in Section
3.1; specify the discharge conditions and bottom topography.
e) Convert the real vertical velocities W into the transformed
sigma coordinate vertical velocities, Q.
f) Calculate the horizontal stretching parameters, X; X11,Y1,Yit
for the set of governing equations.
g) Calculate the new predicted dependent variables.
h) Store the data and new predicted dependent variables on magnetic
tape and print out these values at the desired time step.
i) For L-1, TTOT-0.0: Forward-time differencing is used. The









j) For L>l or TTOT>DT: Central-time differencing is used.









k) After the final time cycle is computed, the following subroutines,








The data that is required for the execution of the main program in
either NASUM II or NASUM III is called Input Data. The data required
is listed in the order it appears in the respective programs, and the
corresponding FORMAT (in FORTRAN language) is given corresponding to
each data symbol. Section 5.1.1 lists the data input required for
running NASUM II, and Section 5.2.1 lists the data input required for
running NASUM III. The actual calculation required for several of
the input data is given in Section 6.1.3 for NASUM II, and in 6.2.3
for NASUM III. Note, the data input symbols have already been
defined in Section 3 of this volume.
5.1 NASUM II(Far-Field Model)
The following number of computer data cards, with proper FORMAT,
is now given in order as they appear in the main program in order to
execute NASUM II (refer to Section 3.1 for definition of these FORTRAN




5.1.1 DATA REQUIRED AND FORMAT
CARD NO.	 DATA	 FORMAT
1 IRUN 15
2 LN 15




















**NOTE: 13 values of TAUX and TAUY and 13 values of TA and HS
are read in for variation each hour. Note, the letter
"D" preceeds previously defined symbols (Section 3.1),




•5.2 NASUM III (Horizontally Stretched Model)
The following number of computer data cards, with proper
FORMAT, is now given in order as they appear in the main program
in order to execute NASUM III(refer to Section 3.1 and 3.2) for
definition of these FORTRAN symbols). The data that must be
calculated beforehand is given in Section 6.2.3.
5.2.1 DATA REOUIRED AND FORMAT



















The following sample cases will illustrate and clarify to
the user the proper choice of programs, subprograms (or subroutines),
calculation of input parameters, sample input.and sample output for
NASUM II and NASUM III.
6.1 NASUM II (Far Field Model)
6.1.1 Problem Statement - Application to Biscayne Bay
Given Biscayne Bay, in Dade County, Florida, as an example
application site, compute the surface heights, n, velocity field
u, v, w, and the temperature distribution T at 2:00 P.M. knowing
the meteorological data, the IR data base, and the tide data base
for April 1.5,	 1975. The IR data base is assumed synoptic at	 2:00 P.M.,
the wind velocity and ambient temperature is known every hour, and
the tide height, with respect to the mean water level, is known as
a function of time at the ocean bay interface.
Use the NASUM II far-field, free surface model program to
obtain the desired results
6.1.2 Choice of Subroutine Programs
Section 4.1 is followed in order to choose the proper subroutine
programs for this sample case. Sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 to follow next,
will clearly illustrate what steps the user must follow in order to
obtain the desired results for this sample case.
6.1.3 Calculation of Input Parameters
a) Construct a three-dimensional grid system for the Biscayne Bay.
Fig. 4 illustrates the horizontal grid for the bay superimposed on
the actual geometry of the domain of interest. The governing equations
have been transformed into the a,S,a coordinate system, which maps
27
the variable depth basin into a constant depth basin. Then
depending on the desired resolution of vertical structure, the number
of vertical grid points is selected, that is KN. The values of
IN and JN are then selected with consideration of desired horizontal
resolution versus computer storage and overall computation time.
Then, the next step is to specify IN, JN, KN in the main program,
as mentioned in section 4.1. For this application IN-34, JN-11,
KN-5.
b) Next, LN and LN1 as defined in section 3.1 are specified.
First, however, the time step DT is computed based on the criteria
given in Volume I. For the Biscayne Bay, DT is computed by the
vertical momentum diffusion criterion:
DT	 At < (z minimum) 2 /Kv = k,25) 2 (60.96cm) 2 / 5cm2/sec.,
Thus, DT - 10 sec, is chosen for this sample case, in order to
ensure numerical stability,
For starting the program at To (t=o) = 0 for April 15, 1975
LN= 1342, LN1 =1380, since the program is started at 6:26•a.m.. and
run without the energy equation to 10:10 am, at which time the
IR data base is read in, as an initial condition, from sub-
routine TIDAL, Then, from 10:10 am to 2:00 P.M. the energy equation
is included. This procedure ignores the effect of density currents
on the momentum and surface height equations from 6:26 am to 10:10am.
However, these density currents are quite small for the Biscayne
Bay which is dominated by the wind and the tidal flux at the ocean-
bay interface.
c) The eddy viscosity coefficients have been estimated by applying




d) Next, the matrix MAR(I,J) is constructed based on this
particular grid system as shown in Fig.5.
e) The depth matrix HI (I,J) is then constructed by specifying
	
the depth below 	the mean water level,	 a) at eacti horizontal
grid point.
f) The initial temperature matrix T (I,J,K) is constructed for
the bay by first plotting the IR data base surface isotherms on
the horizontal grid, and taen interpolating to specify the
temperature at each grid pc.ini. (I,J) . (See Fig-6 )
	
The bay is
shallow and well mixed vertically, hence, the vertical temperature
variation is initially set equal to zero. Subroutine TIDAL reads
in from data cards T(I,J,K).
g) The tidal current velocity ampli ude Vo is computed from the followin
formula, assuming a 900 phase shift between the tide height and
tidal current velocity at the ocean-bay interface, (Ippen 1966):
_ ( 2aCo `^ t! 2 rl
	where a = (no {	 37 cm for April 15, 1975
	




= 16 x 105cm
	
a = C0T	 = 12Co = 1.86 x 10 7 cm >> 1
<h> 190 cm, average at ocean-bay interface.
Thus, Vo= 90 c—/sec
h) TPH =3138.7	 sec. is computed by letting Vo ( t )	 =0	 at	 10:10 A.M.(high
tide where Vo(t)= Vo cos [(t + TPH)
-^2,r1 and t=o at 8:00 A.M.	 on 4/15/75.
TPH1 = 7800 + FLAT = 13440 sec.(where 7800'sec =	 8:00 A.M.	 to	 10:00 A.I.)
where TFLAT = 5640 sec., the time from n o (t) = 0 at 6:26 A.M. for
April 15, 1975 to the beginning of the Vo(t) run at 8:00 AM on April 15,
1975.
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i) The equilibrium temperature, TA, and the equilibrium coefficient
of surface heat transfer HS, are computed following Harleman and
Stolzenbach (1973). Appendix C presents these formula.
J) The wind stresses TAUX, TAUY are determined as shown in
Appendix A.
6.1.4 Sample Input
The far-field solution is obtained by either specifying Vo(t)




LN - 360 (begin at 0800 EST, 4/15/75, and compute until 0900 EST)
LN1-1
M-1 (Vo(t) specified at inlet)
INLET - 1 (ocean-bay interface along MAR-1)
IBAY - 0 (shallow bay), i.e., constant time step of 10sec is used even
in shallow regions - this was done to avoid inordinately small time
steps during low water.
MITE - 1 (regression surface not read in at time of high tide)
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16- 7, 16, 31, 33, 35, 35(refer to Fig. 3)
J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6- 11, 1, 12, 12, 12, 12(refer to Fig. 3)
Vo, TPH, TPH1, Al, A2 --90, 3138.7, -13420, 11.8872, 37.1856
HTMIN, THT - 60.96, 7800.0
TFLAT - 0.0
CI, CC, CP, CH, CV-1., 1., 1., 1.,1.
GR, FF, RR - 980., .00006, 1.
DX, DY, DZ - 160,000., 160,000., .25
KH, KV - 10,000., 5.





DTAUX (1) - -.37
DTAUY (1) - .15
DTA (1) - 31,7
DHS (1) - .00129
DT - 10
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 420, LN1 - 1 (10:10aw)
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 1, LNl - 1380 (2:OOpm)
6.1.4.2 Tide Height Case
IRUN - 0
LN - 264 (begin at 0626 est, 4/15/75 and compute unitl 0710 est)
LN1- 1
M - 2 (n
o 
(t)specified at inlet)
INLET - 1 (ocean-bay interface closing MAR=1)
IBAY - 0 (shallow bay)
IHITE = I (regression surface not read in at time of high title)
I1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 (refer to Fig. 3)
J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6 (refer to Fig. 3)
Vo, TPH, TPH1, Al, A2 = -90, 3138,7, -13420., 11.8872, 37.1856.
HIMIN, THT = 60.96, 13420.
TFLAT = 5640
CI, CC, CP, CH, CV = 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.
GR, FF, RR = 980., .00006, 1.
31
DX, DY, DZ - 160,000., 160,000., .25.
KH, KV - 1U,000., 5.





DHS (1) - .00129
DT - 10
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 300, LN1 - 1 (8:00am)
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 300, LN1 - 1	 (9:00am)
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 420, LN1 - 1	 (10:10am)
Next, IRUN - 1, LN - 1, LN1 - 1380	 (2:00pm)
:w,
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6.1.5 Program Execution Procedure (NASUM II)
This section describes the procedure by which the user
executes the NASUM II program.
a) Input Parameters: The user must first follow the steps
outlined in section 4.1, and become quite familiar with all the
input parameters listed in section 5.1 and section 6.1.3.
b) First Run: In order to obtain surface heights and three-
dimensional velocity and three-dimensional temperature, the main
program MAIN is executed. In MAIN there are two tape units. One
is a READ unit designated as Unit 7. The other is a STORE unit des-
ignated as unit 8. During the first run, ther is no need for unit 7,
and unit 8 has to be provided to store results on a magnetic tape.
c) Run Continuation: For extending the results, the run has
to be continued. The magnetic tape which was "unit 8" in the first
run will now be read" Unit 7", for reading the previously stored
results. Another magnetic tape is now to be provided as "unit 8" for
storing the extended run results. The above procedure can be repeated
until the results are obtained for the desired time. It is to be




The output from the model sample run is listed as follows:
a1 Parameters
b0 Surface heights
c) Horizontal components of velocity
d) Vertical velocity component
-e1 Temperatures
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6.2. NASUM III (Horizontal Stretched Model):
6.2.1. Problem Statement:
Given the Hutchinson Island, St Lucie, Florida as an
example application site, compute the three dimensional














- 2 cm/sec South
6.3. Calculation of Input Parameters:
In this section, the specification of grid system,
reference quantities and calculation of discharge velocities
chosen will be presented first followed by the actual cal-
culation of input data as they appear in the main program.
6.3.1. Grid System
The remote sensing data and ground truth data was
available for the Hutchinson Island site and it is used
to determine the size of the domain. The domain selected
was 2380 m x 2000 m. The domain has a variable depth and
so a variable bottom topography is used. A horizontally
stretched grid system as shown in Fig.( ) is used. This
would give more resolution of the plume in the near field
where the effects of the thermal discharge are predominant.
..
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The grid system is also stretched in the vertical direction
for ease of programming. In this way,same number of grid
points can be used in shallow and deep regions of the basin.
6.3.2. Calculation of Discharge Velocity:
In the numerical model a 9 point discharge is chosen.
The discharge velocity is calculated by balancing the
mass as shown below.
For the numerical grid system, the mass into the domain =
(Discharge Area x Velocity) - A x V
The grid size chosen at the discharge is the minimum grid
and equal to 50 m. So the discharge area is equal to
(150 x 150) m 2
 as shown. below
:. A 150 x 150) x 10" CM 
V x A = Discharged volume (given)
= 363,000 G.P.M
V x (l50xl5OxlO') = 363,000 x 0.0038 x 10 6 cm'
sec
V = 0.102 cm/sec
:.Velocity at discharge or inlet velocity for the model is
0.102 cm/sec.
6.3.3. Reference Quantities:
The reference eddy viscosity and diffusivity are de-
termined using the 4/3 power law as below
Aref - 0.0025 (L) 4/3
IF
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Where Aref is the reference eddy viscosity and L is the
maximum length of the domain in centimeters.
A
ref	 0.0025 (2380 x 102)4/3
40,000 cm2/sec
For turbulent prandd. number of 1 (Pr t - Br f)
ref
Bref (Eddy diffusivity) - 40,000 cm2
sec
The vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity chosen was
10 cm,
sec










LN is the number of cycles required. It is always advised
to run the program for 10 or 15 cycles and check how the
model is running.
Card No	 Fortran QuantityT—
If KSMREis equal to zero the model sill store the results
on the tape to be provided and if it is equal to 1 the model
will not store results on the tape. For KSTORE equal to





	CI , CC, CH, CV ,'CP
I.
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The values of these quantities are equal to 1,0
Card 	Fortran Quantity
^.5
GR is gravity = 980,0 cm/sec
FF is coriolis term A 0.0006
For small domain this terms is negligible and may be kept
equal to 0 . 0 for all practical purposes
RR is density - 1.0
HK h= P CpKV 
h = 1200 BTU/ day of - ft = 0.00678 Ca/sec, oC cm









When KN is the number of grids in the vertical direction
Card No	 Fortran Quantity
.^ _7__._	
P, BH ,BV
These are reference horizontal and vertical eddy viscosities





Card No	 Fortran Quantity




DELX and DELY are minimum grid sizes chosen • 5000 cm
In order to determine DEEX,DEEY,EEEX,EEEY, another main
program "CONST" has to be run twice. The input cards needed
for the program "CONST" are
First time XB,A,DX,AN
Second time YB,B,DY,BN
Where XB - •X boundary - 238000.0 cm
A	 a constant - 38,000.0
DX - DELTA X	 - 5000.0 cm
AN Number of grids in x direction - 20
Similarly YB - 200000.0 cm
B s 100000.0
DY - 5000.0 cm
BN - 20
The output of this main program will give the constants
C 1, D and C'1, D
First C1,D are equal to EEEX and DEEX
Second C1,D are equal to EEEY and DEEEY.









For the sample problem the effect of wind is neglected and
they are equal to 0.0,0.0. If the effects wind are to be




Card No	 For_ tramuantity
TAIR, the air temp - 30.OoC
Card No	 Fortran Quantity
DT
The value of DT used in the sample problem is 5 sec. In
general it is always advised to start with a small value
and increaseit to the point when the model would not go
unstable.
Note; The sample problem presented is a simplified version
of the Hutchinson Island discharge problem.
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6,3,5, Program Execution Procedure (NASUM III)
Thts section describes the procedure by which the User
executes the NASUM III program,
a) Input Parameter:
The User must first follow the steps outlined in
the sample problem and become quite familiar with all the
input parameters,
b) First Run:
In order to obtain three-dimensional velocity and
three-dimensional temperature, the main program TMAIN3 is
executed, In TMAIN3 there are two tape units, One is a
READ unit designated as Unit 7. During the first run, there
is no need for unit 7, and unit 8 has to be provided to store
results on a magnetic tape.
c) Run Continuation:
For extending the results, the run has to be con-
tinned, The magnetic rape which was "unit 8" in the first
run will now be read "unit 7", for reading the previously
stored results, Another magnetic tape is now to be provided
as "unit 8" for storing the extended run results. The above
procedure can be repeated until the results are obtained for
the desired time. It is to be noted that for the first run




Card No Symbol Value & Format
1 IRON 16	 A A 0
2 Ull 700












Some of the output from the model sample run are listed
as follows:
a) Parameters
b) Surface (K-1) horizontal velocities, u and v.
c) Vertical velocity, n, at K-2
d) Surface temperatures (J-1 at left-hand side)
(J-JN at right-hand side)
I-1 at top
I-IN at bottom
The surface isotherms obtained after 1 hour of simula-
tion are shown in Fig. (di ) .
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	 READ is IH1TE
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	 READ 2, GR,rF,RP
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CALL PEI, C?tIN .IN,K1;,!j,V , t,,HI,HT,HTD01Y , 11Y,MAN,.TA,P,RO,C1,
	




58 DO	 5	 L:1,LN
59 IF(TTOT.GE.THT1	 GO	 TO	 1000
60 TTOT=TTOT+OT
61 TT:TTOT
62 IF(M.E0911	 GO	 TO	 33
63 CALL	 TIDEtIN,Jh,TT,L,OT,HTC•HI•HTE,INLET.II9I2.Jl.J3,J49I5.TP141
64 C, A1,A21
65 GO	 TO 34
66 33 CALL	 VEL tIN , JN,KN , U.V,H,G • O.E•TT,VO,TPI4 . II•I2,IS.J1.J3 . J4.INLETI
67 34 CONTINUE
68 CALL	 DATA ITAUX,TAUY,TT,TA,HS.DTAUX,DTAUY,OTA,OHS,TFLATI
69 ITTOT_TTOT
70 IF(L.GT.I.OR.ITTOT.GT .0)	 GC	 TO	 50
71 CALL	 HEIGHTII, . ,K,IN , JN,KN , MAR•U • V.HT,HTD . OZ,DT,DX,DY , HO()M.Ft•Il•
7: C12,I3,I4,i59I6,J19J2,J3,J4.J5..16)
73 CALL	 UVVEL(IN,JN• KN,U•V•H,G,DX.OY,DZ,W,TAUX.TAIIY.DT,HT,









79 GO	 TO	 80
80 50 CONTINUE
81 CALL	 HEILN(IN•JN,KN,MAR•H,G.HTO.HT ,HTE.nZ.DT.DX.DY.HDUM.M,I1.I2.





























99 DO	 211	 J=19JN
1D0 IF(ETA(I,J).LT.O.0)	 GO	 TO	 65
101 GO	 TO	 211
102 65 CONTINUE
103 1111 = HI(I,JI
104 IHTMIN=HTMIN
105 IF(IHI.EO.IHTMIN)	 GO	 TO	 4000






112 HT[.(I,J) = HT(I•.)




115 IFIE7A(I,J).LE.A.AND.HI(XPJ1.LE.HTM) GO	 TO	 311




121 HTDI I 9 0 --HT1I •J 1
122 HTE(I,J) =HT (I,J1
123 211 CONTINUE
124 5002 CONTINUE
125 IF(M.EQ.l) GO	 TO	 330
12b CALL	 TIDE ( IN,JN , TToLL , DT,HTD,III,HTE , INLCT,Il,I2rJl,J3 , J4,I5,TPH1
127 C,A1,A2)
129 GO TO 340
129 330 CALL	 VELIIN , JN,KN,U , V,H,G,D , E,TT,VO , TPH,II t 12915,J1,J39J4,INLET)
137 340 CONTINUE
131 CALL DA T4( TAU X,TAUY,TT,TA,HS,DTAUX 9 OTAUY I OTA 9 OHS ,TFLIT)
132 ITT=TT
133 ITHT=THT





139 GO TO 2001
140 ZCOO CONTINUE
141 CALL TIDAL ( IN,JN , KN,ETA , HI,HT,HTD,HTE,ITtT,IHITE)
142 TTOTI= TTOTI*DT
143 IFIIHITE .EQ.11 GO TO 500
144 2001 CONTINUE
14S CALL UVVELN(IN,JN , KN,U,V , H,G,D,E , DX,OY,DZtW,TAUX,TAUY,OT,
146 CHT,HTD,HTE,HX,HY,ETA,P,MARIFFH,KV,GR,RR,FF,CP,CC,CI,CH,CV,RO,T,t1,
147 Cl2,I3 , I4,I5 , I61 J1,JZ,J3,J4,J5,J6,11)
149 CALL	 WVELIIN,JN,KN,D,EvW.HTE,DX,OY,DZ,MAR,M,I1,I2,J3,J4)
149 CALL	 PRES(IN,JN,KN,HTE,R09GR,P,OZ)
157 CALL ETT(IN,JN,HTE,HI, MAR ,ETA)
151 CALL	 OLDUVIIN,JN,KN,U,V,H,G,0,E1
152 CALL OLDHT(IN,JN,HTE,HTD,HT )







159 CALL PRPARAI Cl, CH,CV,CP,CC,DX,DY,DZ,DT,TAUX,TAUY,TTOT,GP,FF,RR,
159 CKH,KV,BN,BV,QRAD,TI,TTOTI,TA,HS1
150 CALL	 PRE TR(I,J t lN,J?J,ETA )
161 CALL	 PRUV(I,J,K,!NtJNIKN,H,G)
162 CALL	 WW ( IN,JN,KI:,HT,HTG , ETA,H , G,W,WZ , MAR,DX,UY,DZ,07,IIX,HY1
163 CALL	 PRW (IN,JN t KN,WZ )
154 CALL	 PRTENP(I,J,K,IN,JN,KN,T)
lb5 CALL	 STOPS ( IN,JN , KN,U,V,W,HT , HT,HTD , HX,HY,MAR,ETA , P,RO,CI,
155 CCC,CH,CV,CP,DX,GY,DZ, DT, TAUX,TAUY,7TCT,H,G,HTE,T,TTOT1,wz1
167 STOP
158 ENO






SUBROUTINE PROGRAMS FOR NASUM 11
62
7.1.1 READ 2
This subroutine is used by specifying IRUN-0. First, the
two-dimensional MAR matrix, MAR (I,J) is read in from data
cards (a sample problem will illustrate this in Section 6.1.
The MAR numbering system is used for distinguishing
between spatial differencing of the terms of the system of govern-
ing equations in the interior of the domain of solution, on the
boundaries, and outside the domain. Points outside the domain
are assigned a value MAR-0, and calculations are not performed.
The MAR matrix, as will be shown in a sample problem, is constructed
by the user by first establishing a grid system which closely
follows the geometry of the application site. Then the MAR
numbering system is specified as f--)llows:
14AR (I,J) =0 points outside domain
MAR (I,J) =1 upper horizontal boundary
MAR (I,J) -2 lower horizontal boundary
MAR (I,J) =3 left vertical boundary
MAR (I,J) -4 right vertical boundary
MAR (I,J) -5 through MAR (I,J) = 10 are boundary corners and
are specified below:
MAR (I,J) =11interior of domain.
^	 ^	 r




Next, this subroutine reads in from data cards the two-
dimensional matrix, HI(I,J), which specifies the depth (in
feet) below the mean water level at each grid point. Then the
depths are converted into centimeters for calculation of the
bottom gradients, HX(I,J) and HY(I,J) in the x and y directions,
respectively. Note, that calculation of the bottom gradients is
performed by using central differencing in the interior and the
point single-sided differencing on the boundary. Again, for
MAR-6 and MAR-8 central differencing is used, since these part-

























































C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN DATA FOR THE APPLICATION SITE DOMAIN
C	 AND ACTUAL BOTTCM TOPOGRAPHY
(;tliiiiiwitiliitilititiilitili*tti*iiitiiililltiliiiiiittillii*liilitii**+•
SUBROUTINE READ 21IN,JN9MAP91419HX,HY,OXJOY)
DIMENSION MAR IIN , JNItHI ( IN,JN),HXIIN ,JN),HY(IN,JN)
DO 10 I= 1,IN
10	 READ 1,(MAR(I,J)+J_19JN)




00 15 J= 1,JP1




IF(MAR(I,J).EO.0) GO TO 5O
IF(M6.R(1,J).EQ.1) GO TO 31
IF(MAR ( I,J).EO .Z) GO TO 32
IFIMAR(I,J).EC.l"1 GO TO 33
IF(MAR(I,J).E0.41 GO TO 34
IF(MAR(I,J).EO.S) GO TO 35
IF(MARII,J).EQ.6) GO TO 36
IF(MARII,J).E0971 GO TO 37
IF(MAR(I,J).EQ.8) GO TO 38
IFI14AR(I,J).EQ.9) GO TO 39
IFlMAR(I,J).EQ.10) GO TO 40
HXlI,J1 = tHI(I+1,J)—HIII-1 , J1)/l2n*0X1
HYtI,.I)=IHIII,J + 11-MI (I , J-11 I/ 12.+DY1
GO TO 50
31	 CONTINUE
HX(I,J )=( HI(I+I 9J)—HI(I - 19J11/(2.*DX)
HYII,J )=( 3*HI(I,J) + HI(I,J-21-4*HIII , J-11)/(1*DY)
GO TO 50
32	 CONTINUE
HX(I,J )=( HI(I+1,J)—HI(I - 1,J))/(2.*DX)
HY(I,J )=( 4*HI(I,J + 1)-3*HIII,J) — HIII,J + 211/(2*DY)
GO TO 50
33	 CONTINUE
HXII,J )=( 4*HI(I + 19JI-34-HI ( I,J)-HI ( I+2,J))/(2*DXI
HYII,JI =( HTII,J + l)-HI(I , J-1)1/(2.*OY)
GO TO 50
34	 CONTINUE
HXII,J )=1 3*HI (I , J)+HI(1 - 2,J)-4*HIII-1,J))/(2*DX)













6s HY(IrJl=(4MHIfIrJ411-3+HI(IrJ)- HI(irJ42)1 /(2+DYI
$9 60 TO 50
60 38 CONTINUE
61 fix (IrJ)=(H11I # 1rJ1 •HI(I-I t j M (20+DXI
62 HY(IrJl=f111tIrJ+1!-MIIIrJ-II!/f2.+DYI
63 GO TO 50
6M 39 CONTINUE
65 HXIIrJl=13+HI (IrJl+HI(I.2rJ1.4+HIII.1rJ11/(2+0X1
66 HY 1 I rJ1= (4+HI II rJ+1 ! •3+HI f I rJ 1 -H i f I rJ•2 t!/ t 2+DY !










This subroutine is used by specifying IRUN =0. The initial
values of n, H, u, v, S,, T, P and p are specified as was out-





*T au T unif = const.
P = Po + pgH a
a = P unif

















	 The energy equation is only coupled to the system of governing
equations after the IR data base is inputted at 10:10pin for 4/15/75
into the program, and therefore an initial value of T is not actually
required. However, if no IR data is available an isothermal bay may











































C	 THIS PROGPAM INITIALIZES VARIABLES FOR CONSTANT DENSITY MODEL
C
Ctiiitiititytiitttiiitiiittittiiitiiiiiiiilittttitiiiiyttt•^iitiitiitiiii^




DIMENSION S TAt 11: tJNI911TIlNeiNliHIIINgJNI,HT0IINgiNItHTEtINIJtvlt
CIIlIN1oUt1NoJNrKN I O VtIN t JN t KNI 9 O t IN,JN,KN l t E tIN,JItoK4ltWt1NtJN,4N)






HTOt I t JI =11T(I # J )
HTE11 9 J1 —HT(I •J )
20	 CONTINUE
00 8 1 =1 IN
DO 8 J=1liti
DO 8 K=1 ON
























This subroutine is used by specifying IRUN-1. The results
	 1
of a previous run are read in from a magnetic tape for the
purpose of running the program over a long period of time in
segments. The system variables n, H, u, v, 	 T. P and a
are read in as well as physical and numerical parameters, as
follows:	 j
HI(I,J) - depths at each grid points (in cm)
HX(I,J) - bottom gradient in x-direction
HY(I,J) - bottom gradient in y-direction
MAR(I,J) - domain numbering system
CI, CC, CH, CV, CP - constants always - 1
DX	 - horizontal grid size in z-direction (in cm)
DY	 - horizontal grid size in y-direction (in cm)
DZ	 - vertical grid size - ^Z/HI(I,J)
*DT	 - time step (in seconds)
TAUX	 - wind stress component in x-direction (dynes/cm`)
TAUY	 - wind stress component in y-direction (dynes/cm
TTOT	 - total run time without energy e q uation (in seconds)
TTOT1
	
- total run time with energy equation (in seconds)







	 Ci•*w# #**iii*iii** ii#*i##*#*w* #*iw*i#* ii#*####iii *wi * *i#w *« i###***i*## w #w4
3
	
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN(FROM MAGNETIC TAPE) VALUES FOR THE VARIABLE.
4
	
C	 AND PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL PARAMETERS FROM A PREVIOUS COMPUTER RUN
5
	
C	 FOR THE VARIABLE DENSITY MODEL
6









DIMENSION UIINtJNtKNI tV(INtJNtKN)tWIINtJN,KN)tP(IN ► JNtKN)e
10
	
CHI(Ih t JNI,HT( INeJN),HTD(I)+,JN) t H'X (IN t JN1,HY (IN t JN1,MAR1INeJN) t
Ii
	
CETA I IN,J)l) t RO (I N t JN t KN) t H (IN t JN t KN) tGflN,JN,KNI t HTEI IN t JNl
12
	
C,T(IN,JN t KN1 t WZ (IN,Jh,KN )
13
	



























Cf (HY(I t J1 t J=1,JN) ►1=1 t IN) ►
23
	






























This subroutine specifies the tide height at the ocean-bay
opening as a function of time (i.e. TTOT or TTOT + TTOT1) in the
form:
no (t) - Al + A2 cos W(t+t4)
or in terms of the program symbols:
ETA - Al + A2 *cos ((TT + TPH1)*(6.23/12.15 *3600))
where Al and A2 are read in from data cards, TT - TTOT or
-TTOT + TTOT1 and TPH1 is computed as will be illustrated in the
sample problem.
This is the actual tidal condition case for tidal flux at
the ocean-bay opening. Note, this subroutine is not used when
the current velocity is specified at this open boundary (i.e.
M=i for specifying V 0 (t)). It is further pointed out that
the user must start the computer run at t=0 (TTOT=O) with a flat
surface). ETA(I,J)=0, and ETA-0 at the open boundary. Otherwise,
the large step in surface height at the open boundary will
result in numerical instability, since the governing equations do
not adjust sufficiently fast to yield a compatible and realistic
situation between surface heights and currents. S:'_nce, the domain
of solution is assumed to be "still" (i.e. u=v=s1=o) initially
for the case of not having an adequate initial data base for spec-
ifying currents, the above noted specification of ETA(I,J) at





	 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SURFACE ELEVATION AT THE OCEAN-SAY
	
3
	 C	 OPENING AT _VERY TIME STEP
	
4




























































































This subroutine specifies the current velocity at the ocean-
bay opening as a function of time (ie TTOT or TTOT + TTOT1)
in the form:
Vo (t) -Vo cos w(t+t	 or:
U  (t) - U  cos w (t + tip) 	 depending on which axis the open
boundary is aligned.
Then, in terms of the program symbols:
Vo - Vo*cos ( (TT + TPH) *(6.24)/(12.15 * 3600) )
Where Vo is computed as an estimate and TPH is computed as will
be illustrated in the sample problem. TT = TTOT or TT = TTOT +
TTOT1. Similar, , Vo (t) - 0 at t = 0 is recommended along with
an initially 'flat' surface to insure compatibility between













C	 OPtNING AT EVERY TINE STEP
	
4










OIHCNSION U(IN,JN,KNI,V(IN , JN,KNI,HIIN,JN,KN) , GtIN , JN,KNI

































































This subroutine specifies T(I,J,K) as an initial temperature
distribution which is constructed by the user from an IR-Data
Base. This will be illustrated in the sample problem. Spec-
ification of an initial surface as constructed from an adequate
tide data base may be inpttted into the model but is left
optional for the user.
77
2 C THIS SUBROUTINE	 READS IN	 THE	 INITIAL VALUES	 FOR	 THE TEMPERATURE
3 C 075TRIBUTION	 AND THE	 INITIAL VALUES	 FOR	 THE	 SURFACE
4 C ELEVATIONS(OPTIONAL)
5 Cf^4^«• ^^M^i^^^t^tt^1•i^► t^hirtr^M^«i^•^^► *•M^1M^r/^r^wAi«M^t^^^^^w^^*^ii^*it^
6 SUBROUTINE	 71 DAL IIN,JN,KN,ETA,HI,HI,HTD, NYE ,I19T9IHIIE1
7 DIMENSION II(IN),ETA(IN,JN19H1(IN,JNI,HTIIN,JNI,HTD(IN,J1i1,
s CHTEtIN,JN)9T(IN,JN,KN1
9 DO	 100 I=I,IN
10 READ	 5,(TII•J,I19J=1,JN1
11 5 FORMAT(	 1
12 1C0 CONTINUE
13 DO	 101	 I=19IN
14 DO	 101 J=I,JN




19 IF(IHITE . E0911	 60	 TO	 25
20 DO	 10	 I=1,IN
21 READ	 1,II(I),(ETA(I,J) , J=1,JN)
22 1 FORMAT(13,11F7,21
23 10 CONTINUE
24 DO 20 L=1,IN
25 00 20 J=1,JN
26 HT ( I,J)=ETA ( I,J)*HI(19J)








This subroutine specifies the wind stresses, equilibrium
temperature and the surface heat transfer coefficient every
hour. However, these physical parameters must be calculated by
the user as will be shown in the sample problem, Note, that this
subroutine has been programmed for a maximum computer run of 12
hours. However, this subroutine can be used for less than 12 hours,
or it may be easily modified by the user for computer runs in
excess of 12 hours, by merely reading in values of these physical






























IFITTOT.GE.O.C.AND.TTOT.LT.3600.01 GO TO 1
	
!. 0
	 IF(TTOT.LTo72COsANO * TTOT.GEo3600&1 GO TO 2
	11
	




































































































































































































87 GO TO 50
88 12 CONTINUE




93 GO TO 50
94 13 CONTINUE










This subroutine calculates H(x,y) the depth contour with
respect to the free surface, at t - At (-HTD(I,J)) by forward
differencing the surface height equation in time with respect
to the initial depth contour matrix H(x,y) at t-0 (-HT(I,J)).
Note, this subroutine is used only for the first time cycle.
The integration in this subroutine is performed by applying
Simpson's Rule.* The general inlet and outlet conditions are
specified by reading in from data cards parameters which impose
the location of the inlet, either on the upper horizontal
boundary or on the left vertical boundary of the grid system.
However, this subroutine can be easily modified by the user for
having an inlet on the lower horizontal boundary or on the right
vertical boundary. The only change required is respecifying
MAR(I,J) corresponding to the inlet location and reading in from
data cards the values of I and J which properly locate the inlet.
The derivatives in the integral are obtained by central
differencing in space for interior points, including MAR-6
and MAR-8. Three point single sided differencing is performed
on the boundaries. These different schemes are given in Volume I.
5	 ^iFor KN	 5: ­IF (x) dx, 
	
ax Ll/3F(x 1 ) +4/3F(x 2 ) + 2/3 F (x3)

















C	 THIS SUOROUTIAE CALCULATES THE TOTAL DCPT14 AT EACH X-V LOCATION
C	 IN THE DOMAIN FOR THE FIPST TIME S TEP USING A FORWAR3 DIFFERENCING
	
S





































	 00 6G K_ 1 •KN
	16
	
IF(MAR(19J).E0.C1 GO TO SC
	
17
	 IF(MAR11 ,J1.E0.11) GO TO 11
	 3
	




IF(MAR(IrJ1.E0.51 GO TO 19
	
20
	 IF4MAR4IqJ).E0.2) GO TO 13
	21
	








IF (MA R(I,J).E0.71 GO TO 15
	24
	












IFIMAR( IrJl.E0.P1 GO TO 11
	
29
	 11	 O 1HUX =(H TfI . 1,J I*Uf I # I O J,K ) -HT ( I -1, J)*U f 1-1, J, K) 1 /( 2040X)
	29



































D1HVY =( HT(I,J • l)*V(I,JO1,K) -HTII,J - 11*V(I •J- 1 9 K1) /II.4DY1
	41






	 O 1HUX=(H T(I . 1,J 1*U(I.1,J,K) -HT 1 I-1, J)*U (I-1 ,J,K)) /t 2.ODX )
	44



















DIHUX =( HT(I # ItJ 1*UII + I,J,K) — t1T ( I-1,J)*UII-1 tJ,K))/12.*DX)
	50

























































































C....SIMPSON O S RULE IS USED FOR INTEGRATION
79
	
IFfK.EG.1.OR.K.E4.5) GO TO 101
87
	





































This subroutine calculates H at time level m+l (-HTE(I,J))
from H at time level n(-HTD(I,J)) and H at time level n-l(-HT(I,J))
by using central differencing in time.
Volume I gives the detailed finite difference scheme used by
this subroutine for solving the surface height equation. The
integration, once again, is performed by using Simpson's Rule.
The general inlet and outlet conditions are incorporated as was











C*wwwfttt#tttt#t*###w### t# wwt#tttt#.v#wtwt##wt#*ti w #titrtt ##«4tt*t#wt**sw^c**+•
	
3
	 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TOTAL DEPTH AT EACli X-Y LOCATIOP
	M
	
C	 IN THE DOMAIN FOR THE SECOND TIME STEP AND THEREAFTEI USING A CE14TRAL
	5
	




















































































IF(MA t'( I,J).E0.81 GO TO 11
	28
	















IF(I.EQ.IS.AND.J.GE.J3.AND.J.LE.J4.AND.M.GT..1) GO TO 50
	
33

































	 O1HUX=(HT(I*1,J )*U(I+I,J , K1—HT(I - 1,J)*U(1-19J,K))/(2.*DX)
	44


















































	 cu  I . 2 9 J i K)1/( 2 * *DX)
62
	




































DIVVY=13*HT(I ,J)*V(I 9 J,K )+HT(1 9 J-2) *V (I,J-29K)-4*-HT(19J-1)*
75
	










C **** SIMPSON'S RULE IS USED ('OR INTEGRATION
79
	
IF(K.EQ.I.OR.K.EQ.S) GO TO I01
83
	




































This subroutine calculates the horizontal components of	 a
velocity, u and v, at t - At (-H(I,J,K) and G(I,J,K)?, res-
pectively) from u and v at t-0 (-U(I,J,K) and V(I,J,K))by
using a forward differencing in time.
Volume I details how the u and v momentum equations are solved.
Note, this subroutine is used only for the first time cycle.
The general inlet and outlet conditions are specified by reading
in prom data cards values of the parameters which set the location
properly or the boundary. Modification, as mentioned earlier
in the description of subroutine HEIGHT, may be easily incorporated
by the user.
The spatial derivatives have been replaced by central diff-
erencing in the interior of the domain and three point single
sided differencing on the boundaries, as shown in Volume I.
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DIMENSION U(IN,JN ,KN),V(IN,JN,KN) , H(IN,JN,KN),GtII: , J4,KN),
	
1Z
	 CHTI IN,JN),HX(IN,JN),HY (IN,JN),ETA("1N,.1N),
	
13





































































































	 D2UX=(Ut I # 1 9 J,K )#U(I-1,J,K)-2*U(I.J,K) )/ t OX*OXI
	
41
	 D1UY=(U(I,J4A,K )-U(I,J-1,K) 1/(2*0)'I
42 D2UY =( U(I,J#I,K)4U(I,J-Itio-2*Ufi!lJ,KI)/(DY*DY)
	
43







IF(J.E4.JI.AND.I.GE.I1.Af4D.I.LE.I2) GO TO 10
	
46
	 DHY=(3*HT(I,J) 4 I4T(I,J-2)-4*HT(I,J-1 ))/(2*DY )
	
47





































ST 02UY=IU( I,J,K )*U(I,J-2,K 1-2 *U(I1,J-1,K)1/10Y*DY)
SO GO TO IOC
S9 102 CONTINUE
60 IF(J*EQ*JZ.AND*I *GE*13 *AND*1.LE*141	 GO TO	 10
61 ETAX=IETA(I*1,J!-ETAII-1,JI1/(2*0X1
62 ETAY=(4* ETA(I,J* 11-3*ETAII,JI-ETA(I,J*211 /(2*0Y)
63 OHY=(4*HT(I,J*11-3*HT(I,J)-)lT II,J*21) /(2*DY 1
Sr DIPX=IPI I*1,J,K 1-P(I- 1,J*K))/(2*DX1
65 DIHUUX=(UI Iol,J, K1* U(I+ 1,J,K1*HTII*1,J1-U(I-1*J,KI*u(I-1,J,K1*
66 CHT(1-1,J)1/12*OX)
57 DIHUVY=(4*U(I,J41,K)*V(I,J*1,K)*•HT(1 vi* 11-3*U(I,J,K)*V(ItJ,K)
68 C* HTII,J1-U11,J*Z,K) *V(I*J*2,K)*HT(I*J*d^ 11 /12*OYl
69 DIUX=(U( I*IrJ,K )-U(I-1,J,KI 1/(2*OX)
70 D2UX=(U(I*I,J,K )*UII-1,J,K)-2*U(I*J,K)I/IDX*0X1
71 D1UY=o*0







77 01UWZ=(U (I,J, K* 1)*W (I,J,K 41 1-U( I,J, K-1	 *W (I,J,K-1)) /l 2*02)
78 D2UZ=IU1 I,J,K * 1 )*UII,J,K -11 -2*U ( I,J,K 1 1 / 101 *DZ)
79 GO TO 80
80 7Q D1UWZ=(4*U(I,J*K*l)*W(I,J,K*1)-3*U(1*J,K)*W(I,J,K)-U(I,J,K*2)*
Si CW(I*J,K*21)/(2.*02)
82 D2UZ=(2*U(I,J,K *1)* (TAUX/KV 1*HT (I,J)*Z*DZ-2*U (I,J,K)) /(OZ*DZl
83 80 CONTINUE
84 UI=CI*(0 1HUUX*D lHUVY*HT (I *J)*OlU6Z)
85 UP=CP*HT(I,J)*(ETAX*GR1*(-l.)
as UC=CC*HT(I,J)*FF*V(1,J,K )
87 UH=CH*KH*(HX(I,J)*D1UX*ETAX*DIUX*HT(I,J) *02UX)*CH*KHO(HY1I,J) *OIUY





93 IF(M*EQ*1) GO	 TO 7000
94 IF(INLET*EQ*l)	 GO TO	 7000
95 DO 6000	 K=1 9 K N1
96 sum=0*a
97 DO 6002 J=J3,J4
98 s.UM=SUM*H(IS*I,J,K)
99 6 00 2 CONTINUE





lD5 00 970	 I=1*IN
lab 00 970 J=1,JN
107 DO 960 v -1,KN 1
109 IF(I*EQ*I5*ANC.J*GE.J3*AND*J.LE*J4.AND.M*GT*1)	 GO	 TO	 5002
139 IF(I*EQ.I6.AND.J*GE.J°*AND.J.LC.J6) 	 GO	 TO	 2005
110 GO TO 970
111 5CO2 H(I,J,K)=H(I*l,J,K)





115 00 30 I=19IN
117 DO 30 J=1,JN
118 IFI14ARII,J).E0.0) 	 GO	 TO	 30
119 IF(MAR(19J).E0.5)	 GO	 TO	 30
120 IFIMAR(19J).EQ.7) GO	 TO	 30
121 IF(MAR(IrJ).E0.9)	 GO	 TO	 30
122 IF(MAR(I,JI.E 0.10) GO	 TO	 30
123 00 7 K=1,KN1
124 IF(MARIIrJ).EQ,6) GO 	 TO	 12
125 IF(MAR(19040.8) GO TO	 12
125 IF(MAR(I rJ) .E O. l l)	 GO	 TO	 12
127 IF(MAR(IrJ).E0.1)	 GO	 TO	 201
128 IFtMAR(I,J).E0.2)	 GO	 TO	 202
129 IF(MARIIrJ).EQ.31 GO	 TO	 203




134 O1( Y=(P( I,J+1 9 K )-P(I,J-1,K1 )/f2*0Y1
135 DIHUVX=(U(i+1rJ,K)* V(I+1, JrK) *HT lI+1,J)-U(I-I,J9KI*V(I-1,J,K1*
136 CHT(1-1,JI)/f2*0 X)
137 DIHVVY=(V(I,J41,K)*V(I,J+I,KI *HT (1 9 J4 11-V (I,J-1,K)*V( I,J-1, K1*
139 CHT(I,J-1))/(2*0Y)
139 D1VX=(V( I41 9 J 9 K )-Vll-1,J,K1 1/(2*DX)
143 D2VX=(V( I+1 9 J,K )4V(I-1,J,K ) -2*V I IrJ,K) I/ (OX *OX 1
1'141 DIVY=(V(I,J+1,K )-V(I,J-1rK))/(2*DYI
147 D2VY=(V( I,J+1rK, ) +V(I,J- I,KI-2*V(I,J,KII/(Dv*DY)
143 GO TO 200
144 201 CONTINUE
145 GO TO 30
146 202 CONTINUE
147 GO TO 30
149 203 CONTINUE
149 IF(I.EU.IS.AND.J.GE.J3.AND.J.LE.J4) 	 GO	 TO	 37
150 ETAX=(4* ETA(I+ 19J)-3*ETA(I,J)-ETA(I+2,J))/(2*DX)
151 STAY=(ETA(I,J+1)-ETA(TrJ-1))/(Z*DY)
152 DHX=(4*HT(1+1,J)-3*HT(I,J)-HT (I+2,J))/(2*DX )
153 D1PY=(PIIrJ+1,K)-P(I,J-1,K))/t2*UY)
154 DIHUVX=(4*U(141rJrK)*V( I+ 1,J,K)*HT(I+1,J)-3*UIIrJ,K1 	 VI I, J, K)
155 C* HT(I,J)-U(142,J,K)*V(I+2,J,K)*HTIJ42,J)) /(2*DX)
156 DIHVVY=(V(I,J+1rK)*V(I,J+1,K1*HT II,J+11-V (I rJ-1rK)*V( I,J -I,K)*
157 CHT(I,J-11)/(Z*DY)
158 DIVY,=0.0
159 02VX=(V( I,J,K 14V(I+2,J,K )-2*V(I+1IJrKI)/(OX*OX1
150 DIVY=(V(',J+1,K )- V(I,J -1rK) 1/tZriDYI
151 D2VY=tV(19J+1,K )+V(IrJ-ItK)-2*VIIrJrKII/(DY*DYI





165 ETAX=( 3*ETA(I,J )+ETA (I -2,J1 --4*ET All -1,J) 1 Y( 2*OX )
165 ETAY=(ETA(IrJ4l)- ETA(I,J-1)1 /(2*UY)
lb? DHX=(3*HT(I,J 1+14T (I -2,J 1-4*IIT (I-1,J) 1J(2*DX )
159 01PY=(P( IrJ • l,i< 1-PII,,J-1,K) )/(2#OY)




172 CHT(10-1 ) )/(2*OY)
173 DIVX_0.0
174 DZVX-(V1 I,J,K )*V(I-2,J,K )-2 *VII-1,J,K)IIIOX*DXl
175 D1VY= (VtI,J4I?Kl-VII,J-1,K))/(2 *DY)
175 D2VY-1V( I,J• 1 v K l+V1I,J-1,K) -2*V (I,J,K) )/ (DY*DY1
177 2CO CONTINUE
179 RO(I,J,K) =1*029431-.000020 *TfIrJ,K)-.000004!!*tTfI,J,K)**2)
179 RR=ROII,J,KI
180 IFIK.EQ.11 GO	 TO 9C
181 DIVWZ= (VtI,J,K•l) *Wtl#J,Kfl)-V(I,J,K- it *W(19J,K- 11)1(2*OZI
192 02V2=(V( I,J,K41 )4V(I,J,K- 11-2 *VII,J,K)MDZ *OZ)
183 GO TO 95
104 90 D1VWZ=14*V(I,J,K#1)*W(I,J,K* 1)-3*VtI,J,K) *WII,J•Kl-V(I,J,K#21*
185 CWIIrJYK+2)1/42.*OZI




190 VC=CC*HT (I,J) *FF*U(I ,J,K 1
191 VII=CH*KH*(HX(I,J)*D1VX*ETAX*DIVX*HT (I,JI *02VX14CH*KH*(HY(I,JI *DIVY
192 C*E7AY *DIVY+HT(19J) *D2VY)
193 VV=CV*KV*02VZ/H T(I,J)
194 G(I,J,K)= (I- VI+VP*VC+VH4VV1*DT*HT(I,JI*V(I,J,KI)/HT3II,J)
195 7 CONTINUE
196 30 CONTINUE
197 IF(M.EQ.l) GO TO 700
199 IFIINLET.GT.1)	 GO TO	 700
199 DO 600 K=1,KN1
200 SUM=0.0
231 00 602 1=11,I2
202 SUN=SUM*G(I,J1-19K)
233 602 CONTINUE





239 DO 97 I=19IN
210 DO 97 J=1,JN
211 00 96 K=ItKN1




214 GO TO 97
215 ZC5 CONTINUE
215 G(I,J,K)=G(I,J•1,K)











This subroutine calculates the horizontal components of
velocity u and v at time level n+1 (sD(I,J,K) and E(I,J,K)
respectively) from u and v at time level n (-H(I,J,K) and
G(I,J,K) and u and v at time level n-1 (. U(I,J,K) and V(I,J,K))
by using central differencing in time. The numerical scheme used
for solving these equations is given in Volume I, 	 Again, the
general inlet and outlet conditions are specified and may be
modified by the user. Note, DuFort-Frankel differencing is used
for the vertical momentum diffusion term. The spatial derivatives
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SUBPOUTINE UVVELNIIN ,JN,KN , U9V,l1,G , D,E,DX,DY,OZ , II,TAJX , TAUY,OT9
	
e
	 CHT,HTO,ItTE,HX,HY,rTA t P,MAR,KI/,KV,GR,RR,FF,CP,CCrCI,Crl,CV P RO ,T,I1
















CHY(IN , JN)rLTAIII: , JN),P(IN ,JN,K.N),MARIIN,JN),M(IN,JN,KNI
	
14










	 DO 10 J= l,JN
	
18
























IFIMAR(I,J) * EC * 4) GO TO 10
	
25




IFI14AR(I,JI *EQ * 6) GO TO 11
27
	
IFIHAR(I,J) * EQ * £) GO TO 11
	
29
	 IF(I'ARI I,J) * EQ * 11 ) GO TO 11
	
29











	 ETAX=(ETA(I+1 9 J )-ETA (I-1,J))/(2*OXI
	
33
	 DHX=IlITI I+1,J 1-HTIZ-I,J11/t2*OX)
	
34
	 UHY= 1HT t IrJ• 1 l-HT (I ,.1-11 1/ ( r^.*DY )
	
35



















	 01UX=(U(I+1 9 J,K )-U(I-1,J,K1)/(2*GX)
	
41



















IF(J * EQ * Jl * AttD * I * CE * Il * AND * I * LE * I^1 GO TO 1C
	
47









	 D1PX =( P(I+1 9 J,K )-P(I-1,J,I())/(2ixUX)
51
	











C^NTD tI,.l-2)-4 *N II ,J-1,K i *Gl I,.l-i ,It I tHTU t 1 ,J-I) )/ 12*UY )
55
	 D1UX=(Ut 7+1,J,I; 1-U17-I,J,P'; )/(2^GX)
56





59 GO TO 100
60 102 CONTINUE
61 IFtJ.EQ.J2.AND.I.GE.I3.ANO.I.LE914) 	 GO TO	 10
62 ETAX=(ETAII*1.J)-ETA(I-1,J))/(2*DXI
53 D ►IX=IHTI I*I#J I-HTII-1 9 J) 1/12*DX1
$41 DNY=I4*HT(IrJ*11-3*HTIIPJ1-HT(IrJ*2)1/(2*DYI
6S DIPX=(Pt1*1tJrK1-PII-IgJ,K11/(2*fjX)
bb DINUUX =( N(I* 1 pJ t K 1 * H ( I * 1 t J t K)*HTO(I *1tJ1-H(I-ltJtK)*
bT CH(I-I#JvK)*HTD(I-IvJ11/(2*DXJ
68 DINUVY =( 1+*H( I .J* I  A ) *G I I.J* 1 vK)*HTD ( I t J# 1 ) - 3*H( I t jov) *6 ( I I J O K 1
69 C*NTDIItJI -HII tJ*Z tK 1*G(I•J*tiPK)*HTD(10#21)/(2*DY)
TO DIUX=(U(I*IrJ,K )-U(I-1rJ,K) )/(2*DX1
71 D2UX= ( U(I*IrJtK ) * U(I-I#JoK) -2*U(IrJoKII/(DX*DXI
72 D1UY=0.0
73 D2UY =( UI IvJvK I*U ( I t J*2 # K 1 -2*U(I t J * 1 •K1)/(DY*DY)
74 100 CONTINUE
75 ROIIVJgK1 = 1.029431- . 000020*T(IgJ#K)- .0000048*(T(19J#K)**21
76 RR=RO(IIJPKI
77 IFIK.EQ.11	 GO	 TO	 70
78 DIUWZ =()l (1 9 J $ K *
 1)*W (I gj t K * 1 1-H(IvJ t K-1) *W (I •JtK-1)1 / 12*021
T9 UZ=HII,JgK*11*H(IrJtK-1)-U(I#Jtx)
80 GO TO 80
81 70 D1UWZ = 14*HII9JtK * 1)* W(ItJtK *1)-3*H ( I,JtK) *W(ItJ,K)-H(IIJtK*21*
82 CW I I t J t K* 21)/(2. *DZI
83 U2=2*H(IrJtK*1)*(TAUX/KVl*HTD(19J)*2*DZ-UtItJtK)
84 Be CONTINUE
BS UI = CI*ID1lIUUX * OINUVY * HTO(IOJ) * DIUWZI
86 UP=CP*HTOIIrJ)*(ETAX*Gfl)*(-1.)
97 UC=CC*HTD (I t J)*FF *G (I ,J ,K )
Be UH-CH*KH *( DHX*D IUX*HT ( I,J)*02UX) * CH*KH*(DHY*DIUY * HT(I,,J) * 02UY1
59 D(IrJtK)=(((—UI*UP—U:.*UH1*2*DT*((CVMKV*UZ)/(DZ*DZ*HT)tIrJ)))*2*




94 IF(M.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO 7000







99 00 6CO2 J=J3tJ4
99 SUM=SUM*D(I5* 1• JtK)
230 6002 CONTINUE





106 DO	 970	 I=1,IN
1. 77 00 970 J=IvJN
139 DO	 960 K=IjKNI
1 39 IF(I.EG.IS.AhD.J.GE.J3.Al.OoJ.LE.J4.tit.D.M.GT.1) 	 GO	 TO	 5002
110 IF( I.EO.IE.AI.D.J.GE.JS.AND.J.LE..i6) 	 GO	 TO	 2005
111 GO	 TO 97C
112 SCO2 D(I,JtK)=D(I*1pJjK)
113 GO	 TO 970
^	





117 DO	 30	 2=1.111
115 00 30 J=1.JN
119 IF 1MAR1 I.J) * E C. CI GO	 TO	 30
120 IFIMAR(190.EC95) GO TO 	 30
121 IFfMAR1I.J).E0.71 GO	 TO	 30
122 IF(MAR(I.J).EC.9) GO 	 TO	 37
123 IFIMAR4I909E0.1G) GO	 TO	 30
124 DO 7 K=1.KN1
125 IFfMAR1I9J1.CQ.6) GO 	 TO	 12
126 IF(MARII/J).E0.81 GO	 TO	 12
127 IF1MARlI9J1.E0,11)	 GO	 TO	 12
125 IFIMARfI9J1.E0.1)	 GO	 TO	 2C1
129 IF(MAR(19J).EC.21	 GO	 TO	 2D2
130 IFIMARII•J).EC•31 GO	 TO	 2G3






137 DIHUVX=t11(I•I,J,K1 *G(I*I.J.K)*HTDII*1.J)-HfI-1.J.K)*GII - I/J/K)*
139 CHTD(I-11J))/(2*@X)




143 O1VY=(V(I,J*I,K I-V(I,J-1,K,1 l/(2*GY)
144 02VY=f V ( I,J* I ,K) *V(I ,J - I,I() -2*V t I . J.K 11 / 1 DY *UY )
145 GO TO 200
I46 2C1 CONTINUE
147 GO TO 30
149 202 CONTINUE
149 GO TO 30
150 203 CONTINUE
151 IF(I.EO.IS.ANn.J.GE.J3.AND.J.LE.J4) 	 GO	 TO	 30
152 ETAY=(ETA(I,J*1)-ETA(I,J-1))/(2*DY)





159 DIHVVY= IG(I,J*1 , K)*G(I , J*1,K)*HTD(I,J*11-6(I.J-1,K)*
159 CG(I,J-1,K)*HTD(19J-1))/(;:*DY)
150 D1VX=0.0
15I 02VX=1V ( I,J,K )*V(I * 2,J,K)-2 * V(I*1,J , K1)/(DX*DXI
152 DIYY=(V( I,J*1,K )-V(I,J-1,K))/l2*DYI
153 D2VY=tV(I,J* I,K)*VII,J-1,K)-2*Vf I,J,KI)/ (DY*DY)
154 GO TO 200
155 204 CONTINUE




273 D1PY=(PI I,J*1,K )-P(I,J-I,K))/l:*DYi
105
111 OIHUVX=1 3*H4I,J,K 1*0 II,J,KI*HTDII,J)*HII-2#J,K1*64 I-29J,KI
172 C*HTO I I-2,J1 -4 *H 41 -1,J,K I *G( 1-1, J, K 1 *HT D( 1-1 • J)1 / (2*OK 1
173	 - OIHVVY= IGII, J*1•K)*GfI ,J*1,K1#HTDtI,J*1)-GII,J-1991*
114 CG11,J-1,K1*HTD(I,J-111/l2*DYI
Its DIVX=000
176 02VX:I V(I,J,K )* V(1-2,J,K )-2 *V 11-1,J,K )1 / t DX *DX )
117 D1VY=(V(I,J*i,K )-V(I,J-l,K))/(2*DYI






192 IFIK.EO.l) 60 TO 90
193 OIVNZ=161I,J,K* 11*W(I,J,K*1)-GII,J,K-11*W fI #J,K-Ill/12*0ZI
164 VZ=GfI,J,K*1)*G fI,J,K-1)-Vl I,J,K I
115 60 TO 95
186 90 D1VWZ=14*GfI, J,K*l)* WII, J,K*11-3*GfI,J*K)*WII,J,KI-GII,J,K*21*
381 CW(I,J,K*2)1/(20*DZ)




192 VC=CC *HT 0(I,J 1*fF*H (I,J,K )
193 VH=CH*hH*I0HX*DIVX*HT(I, J1*02VX)*CH*KH*(DHY*DIVY*HT(I,J)*D2VY1
194 Et I, J,K)=((I -VI + VP*VC*VH1*2 *OT *( (CV *KV*V7)I(DZ*02*NY311tJI))*2*OT




199 IFIM.E0.1) GO TO	 700
230 IF(INLET.GT.1) GO TO	 700
201 DO 600 K=IvKN1
272 SUN=0.0









211 DO 97 I= 1,1N
212 DO 97 J=1rJN
213 00 96 K= l,KNI
214 IF(J.EC.J2.AND.I.GE.I3.ANO•I•LE.I41 	 GO	 TO	 205
215 IF(J.EO.JI.AND.I.GE.II.AND.I.LE.I2.ANO.M.GT.I) 	 GO	 TO	 502
216 GO TO 97
217 205 CONTINUE
219 EII,J,KI_E(I,J*1,K)









This subroutine calculates the equivalent vertical vel-
ocity 2(I.J,K) in the a, 4, a (-x,y,a) coordinate system at each
x, y location and depth a in the domain Q(I,J,K) at t - At
(-W(I,J,K)) is calculated from u, v, and H at t - ^t (-H(I,J,K))
G(I,J,K))
 HTD(I,J,K)) as shown in Volume I.
	 Thereafter, s3(I,J,K)
at time level n+l is calculated from u,v and H at time level





1	 3 C THIS	 SUBROUTINE	 CALCULATES	 THE	 EQUIVALENT	 VERTICAL VELOCITY	 IN THE	 S:
4 C COORDINATE	 SYSTEM AT EACH X-Y LOCATION AND DEPTH 	 IN THE
	
DOMAIN
S C AT EACH	 TIME	 STEP
b Cti+iiiti^i^iiti••••*tM^ti»«44•MiittiiMt•twiritiiitltirii•iti^^MwY•iir•M••tr
i	 1 SUBROUTINE	 wvrL ( IN^JN , KV,UrVrY,HT , OXoDYgD2rMAR+Molltl2rJ3tJ41
9 DINEN,3ION UIINrJNtnN ) rVtlNrJNrKIoIrHT(IN,JN$gw ( IflrJf1+KN1+MAR(IN+JN)
9 KN1=KN-1
10 DO	 to 1= i9IN
11 DO 10 J=1+JN
12 DUM= 0•
13 DO 9 K=1+9N
14 IF(MAR(I,J)•EO.C) GO	 TO	 10
(	 I5 IF(MAR(19JI•EO.111	 GO	 TO	 11
16 IF(MAR(IrJ1.EC-6)	 GO	 TO	 11
n	 11 IF(MAR(IrJ)•ECap1	 GO	 TO	 11
is IF(MAR ( I,J).EC . I.AND . I.GE.II . ANO.I.LE.I2 . AND.M . GT.11	 GO	 TO	 12
19 IFlMARtI i ii .E0.3.AND.J * GE .J3• AND .J.LE.J4• AND •M.GY.11	 GO	 TO	 12
27 IF(MARII,JI.LT.I1)	 GO	 TO	 10
21 11 D1HUX = ( HTlI+1,J14t! ( I+1rJrK) — HT(I-I,J) +U(I -I*J , Kll/42.*DXI
22 0IhVy = tHT(I , J+l I+V(I rJ#1,K I -HT ( I,J-1)+V ( I rJ-1,K) 1 /42•*DY1
23 GO TO 24
24 12 CONTINUE
25 CALL	 NVEt.1(I,J,KvINrJNrI( N,U,V t HT,DX,DY,MAR 9 0II ►UX,DIHVY)	 j
2b 24 CONTINUE
27 IFIK•EG.1.OR•K.E0.5)	 GO	 TO	 27
29 IF(K9EO.2.OR.K.EC.4)	 GO	 TO	 Z6
29 DUM=DUM + OZ+(2./3.1 •( DI1IUX + DIMVY1 / HT (I	 J1
33 GO TO 9
31 27 DUM=DUh	 (O1/3.10401HUX4DIHVYI/HTtIrJI
32 GO TO 9













49 IF(MAR(19J).E0.3)	 GO	 TC	 III
41 IF(MARtIrJ1.EO.1.4NO.I.G[.II.AP4V.I.LE.I?.AND.M.GT.11	 GO	 TO	 112




44 111 D1HUX=(HT(I+I rJ )+U(I+lrJrK) — HT(I-1 9 J)*U(I-1 rJrK11/td". o O X )	 j
45 O1NUX1 = iHTl I+1rJ1^UlI + 1rJrK - 1) - HTfI -1rJ1tUtI . 1..;rN - 11>/tc.+Dkl
4b D1HVY=(HT(I9J+l)•V(I,J+1,K)-HT(I,J-1)*V(19J-lrlt))/(2•N DY)
47 O11IVY1 = l MTf IrJ + :) . V I I rJ+1.K - 11 — HT tI , J - 1ltVl IrJ-1 rK- 11 1/! 2.oDY )
49 GO	 TO	 20G	 I49 112 CC14TINUE
30 CALL
	
MVELZ ( I,J,1< 	 IN, JN , KN,U,V , HT,UX	 LY,MAF 9 0IHUX • C1HVY,	 i
51 COIHUXI D 1HVYI
52 200 COnTI'1UE
53 Ir ( K.EQ, Z )	 y 0	 TO	 1C1
54 Ir(K.CC.41	 CL`	 TO	 101
` 	 55 Ir(K•EG.3)	 GO	 TO	 102
55 1C2 WUD-^aUJ+Di+((C./3.1^t((IIIUXl+ D1HVY11+f1./3.l^+ID11iUX+D11 1yY111
109
57 CHT(IriI
58 GO TO 300
59 1C3 WUD=WUD+02*II1./3.)*IDIHUXNDIHVYI)•12./3.)*IDIHUX+pl1iVY))i63 CHT(I•J)
61 GO TO 300
62 3CC CONTINUE
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7.1.13 ;NELl
This subroutine calculates the differential terms, in diff-
erenced form, in the definite integral for the equivalent
vertical velocity, at each time step, from u, v, H at t-ot,

























































C****0****•****** rirw* t*rt*r* irrw****** 00 *00** **•******** w* *w **00******* **4
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENTIAL(DIFFEREN:E3) TERMS IN THE
C	 DEFINITE INTEGRAL FOR THE EQUIVALENT VERTICAL VELOCITY AT
C	 EACH TIME STEP
Ct*****•* r*w**•r*wwr*****r* tt* t*r*****w*** wr•***r **tr **rt +*r** w *tr** *rwtwr *+
SUBROUTINE WVEL 1 (I O J,K ,IN I JN ,KN,U,V ,HT,DX ,DY,MAR,DIHUX,D 1HVY1
DIMENSION U(IN,JNrKN),V(IN,JN,KN),HT(1NtJNItMAR(IN9J4I
IF(MAR(1 9 J).E0.3) GO TO 12
IF(MAR(I,JI.E0.S1 GO TO 19
IF(MAR'.i,J1.EQ.2) GO TO 13
IF(MAR*1,J1.E091! GO TO 20
IF(MAR1: 9 J).E0.4) GO TO 14
IF(MAR(I,J).EQ.7) GO TO 15
IF(MAR(I,J).EQ.9) GO TO 16
IFIMAR(19J)•E0.30) GO TO 17
12	 CONTINUE
D1HUX=(4 "IT(I+1,J )*U(I+i,J,K)-3*HTI I,J)*U (I,J,K) -HT(1+2,J1*
CU(I42tJpK))/(2. *DX)





OIMVY=(HT( I,J+ 1)* V(I,J+1,K )-HT(19J- 1) *V(IrJ-19K))/(2.*DY)
GO TO 24
13	 CONTINUE
IF(J.EO.1.AND.I.GE.3l.AND.I.LE.33) GO TO 31





D1HUX=(H T (1+1,J )*U(I+l ,J,K) -HT (I-1, J)*U (I -1 ,J,K)) / (2. *UX )
D 1HVY=(4 *HT(I ,J +1)*V (I ,J+1,K )-3*HT (I,J) *V (I ,J,K I -HT(I,J •




IF(J .EQ.II.AND.I.GE.7.ANO.I.t.E.16) GO TO 32










DiHUX=(4 *HTII +1 ,J )*U tI •1,J,K)-3*HT (I,J)*U (I ,J,K) —HT(I 4 "J) *
CU(I42vJ9K)1/(2.*0X)







57	 DIHVY- (3*HT(I t J 1 * V(I tJtK ) *HT(IoJ-21*V(ItJ -2rK)-4*HT(ItJ-1)*
58	 CV(I$J-19K)1/(2.*OY)
59	 GO TO 24
53	 16	 CONTINUE
61	 O1HUX: ( S*HT(I J ) * U(I t irK I 4 HT 1 1- 2 t J) *U(I -2 #% I rKI-4*117 ( I-1r J)*
S2	 CU(1-l9JtKlI/(2.*OX)
63	 O1HVY=(4 *HT(I •J *1)*V(I O J • 1 9 K) - 3*HT(I •J)*V (I •J t K) -HT(I t J*2) *
64	 CV(19J*2@K)1/(2.*OY)
$5
	 GO TO 24
56	 17	 CONTINUE
67	 DIHUX-(3*HTII .J )*U(r t i t K 1 4 HT(I- 2 t J) *U(1-2gJrK1-4 01T(I — Iv J)*
SA	 CU(I—ItJgK1)/(2.*OX)
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7.1.14 WVEL2
This subroutine calculates the differential time, in diff-
erenced form, in the indefinite integral for the equivalent
vertical velocitv at each time step. u, v, and HT are used at
t . At and D, E, HTE are used at time level n+l, thereafter.
j	 115
1 C****ti**tt**i**tt*t***t*w*tt*t*It*tw****t1*wt** ♦ ** ii**tt wtwwwtt*w*ti**t* w+
2 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE	 CALCULATES T14E DIFFERENTIALIDIFFEREKEJ1
	 TERMS IN
3 C	 THE INDEFINITE INTEGRAL FOR	 THE ECUIVALENT VERTICAL VELOCITY
4 C	 AT EACH	 TIME	 STEP
5 C**tttttttw**twt*ttwtt*t*r**ww**t**tw***t***t***t********tttt***t*twttt*wwc
15 SUBROUTINE	 YVEL «(I 9J,K,IN9JN,KN9UtVoNTtDX9DY9MAR901HUX901HVY9
7 CD1HUXI#D 1HVY1 )




10 IF(MAR42909E0.51 GO	 TO	 119





	 GO	 TO	 114
14 IFIMAR(IoJ).E0.71
	 GO	 TO	 11S
15 IF(MARIIPJ)-£0.91	 GO	 TO	 116
16 IFIMARI I pJ) .EQ.10)
	 GO	 TO	 117
17 112	 CONTINUE
is DINUX = 14+,HT(I+1 9J)*U(I+1 $ J 9 K) - 3*HTI IrJ) *U (I l j t xl -HT ( It 29 J) *
19 CU(l*2tJrK1)/i2o*oXj
20 DIHUX1 = (4*HT(I•Itj) *UII+ItJtK - 1)-3*HT ( IrJ)* UlltJtK - 11-HT ( It29J)*
21 CU(I+2,.1,K-1) 1 /(2.*DX)
22 DIHVY= IHT(I•J + l)*V(I ,Jt1,K) -IITII 9 J - 1)*V (I ,J-1•K))/(2.r}DY)
23 D1HVYI=IHT(IrJt1)*V(IrJ419K-1)-HT(19J-1)*V(19J-1#K-1)11(20*OYI
24 GO TO 200
25 114	 CONTINUE
26 D1NUX =( 3*14T(I 9J ) *U(I 9J,K ) + HT ( I -2rJ ) *U(I -2iJtK)-4*HT(I—ItJ)*
27 CU(I-IoJtK))112.*DX1
29 D11IUX1 =( 3*'HT(ItJ) *U(IrJrK -1) + NT(I -2 oJ)*U(I -29JPK - 1) -4*HT ( I - 19J)*
29 CUII-IvJ9K -111/(2-*DX)
30 DlHVy=( HT(IIJ+1)*V(I,Jtl,K)—HTII9J - 1)*V(I#J
-
1,K))/(2.*DY)
31 OlHVY1 =( HT(ItJ+11*V( IrJt1rK -1) —HT(IrJ-'1)*V(19J-IoK -1))/(2.*DY)
32 GO TO 200
33 113	 CONTINUE
34 IF ( J.CQ.I.AND . I.GE.3l . AND.I.LE . 331	 GO	 TO	 311
35 DINUX= ( HT(I+I,J) * U(I+1gJ,K) —HT(I- 1 , J)*U(I -1,J,K))/(2.*DX)
36 DIHUX1=(HT(I+1rJ)*U ( I+1#J,K -1)-HT(I-1,J) * U(I—ItJIK - 1))/12.*0X1
37 D1HVY = ( 4 *HT(I 9 Jtl) * V (I,J+1,K) -3*HT (1 9 J) *V (I gJpK) —HT(I•J• 2)*
38 CV(I,J+29K))/(2.*DY)
39 DINVY1 =( 4*HT(IoJ + l)*V(I,J+l•K-11-3*HTII9J )*:► ( ItJ,K - 1)—HT(19Jt2)*
40 CVII,Jt2,K-1))/(2.*DY)
41 GO TO 200
42 311	 CONTINUE
43 D114UX =( HT(I41,J )*UII+1 9 J vK) —HT (I-1#J)*U(I-1 9,J t K) 1 /12.*DX)
44 DIHUXI =(!1T(I• 1,J)*UII t 1,J 9 K — )) — HT ( I-I,J)*UII- 19J,K - 11)/(2-*OX)
-	 45 D1HVY =( 4*HT(I tJ + 1)*V(I,J*I,K)-3*HT(I,J) * V (I ^J,K) —HT(I,J*21*
46 CV(ItJ+2vK))/(2-*DY)
47 D1HVY1 =( 4*HT(T , Jtl)*V ( I,Jt1,K-1)
- 3*HT(I,J) * V(I,J,K-1)-HT(I,J+2)*
48 CV(ItJ42*K—I))/(2.*DY)




51 IF ( J.EQ6II . AND.I . GE.7.AND . I.LE.16)	 GO	 TO	 321
52 OIHUX-IHT(I+19J)+U(I .1,J,K) — HT(I — l,J)*J(I-1,J,K))/(2 -*OX)
53 01HUX1=(HTII+ 1qJ! *UtI+I I J,K-11-HT (I-1,J)*U(I-1,J,K- 1)) /(2.*nx )
54 D1HVY = 13*HT(I vJ ) * V(I,JsK ) + HT( IgJ-2)*V(19J-2,lt)-4*f1T(I,j-1)*
55 CV(I,J - 1.K))/(2.t0Y)









SB GO TO 200
59 321 CONTINUE
60 DIHUX --(HT(1*1,J l*U(I+I,J,KI-HTfI - I,JI*UfI-1 , J,KI)/(&**DX)
61 DIHUXI=(HTIi*1 , J)*UII#ItJ , K- 11 -HT ( I - I,JI*U(1 - 1,J , K - 1)1/(2.+0X1
62 011iVY=13*HT(I,J 1*VII,J,K I*HT( I,J -2)*Vt I ,J-2,K1-4 *HT(I,J - 1)*
63 CV(I,J-1,K))1(2.*DYI
64 DIHVY1=13*HTt19J)*V( ItJ,K -1)+HT(1,J -21*V(19J- 2,K -1)-4*HT(I,J-1)*
6S CYII,J•1,K^1+)/;2.+0r1
66 GO TO 20C
67 115 CONTINUE
68 DIHUX =( 4*HT(I+1,J)*U ( I+1,J,K)-30%1JTtI,JI*U(I,J,KI -HT(I*2,J)*
69 CUt I*2rJ, KI)/1 2. *0X)
TO D1HUX1=f 4*HTI I* ItJ)*U(I*1 rJ,K-I)-3*HT(I rJ)*UI IrJ*''t-1)-HT(I+29J)*
71 CUII*2,J,K-11)/t2.*0X1
72 D1HVY=( 4 *HT(I,J * 1 )*V 11 O J + 1 9 K 1-3*HT( I,JI*V (I,J,K) -HT(I,J+2)*
73 CVII,J+2rK11/(2.*OY)
74 DIHVYI=( 4*HT( I t J+11 *V(19J*1,K- 1 1- 3*HTI I, ,1)*V (I t J P K-1)  -HT( I, J+2)*
7S CV(I,J+2,K-11)/(2.*DYI
76 GO TO 200
77 119 CONTINUE
78 D1HUX=(4*HT(I + 1,J1*UII + I	 J,K) - 3*14T(I , J)*U(I,J,K)-HT ( I+2rJl*
79 CU (1+2,J,Kll/( Z.*DX)
67 DI HUXI=l4*HTIi * 1,JI*U(I + 1, J,K- 1)-3*HT(I , J)*U(IpJOK-11-HT (I*2,J)*
81 CU( I* 2,J, K-1 I ) /( 2. *OX )
92 DIHVY =( 3*HT(I,J ) * V(I,J,K)*HT(I,J - 2)*V(IrJ-2 , K1-4*HT ( ItJ-11*
83 CV(i,J_I,KI)/f 2.*DY)
84 01HVY1 = t3*HT ( ItJI*V(1 9 J,K-1 1+HT ( I,J-2) *V(I,J-2 , K-11-4*HT(I,J-11*
85 CV(19J-1,K-111/(2.*Or)
86 GO TO 200
67 116 CONTINUE
89 DIHUX =( 3*HT(I ,J ) *U(I,J,K 1+HT (I-2,J) *U(1-2,J,K)-4*HTtI-It J)*
89 CU(I-1,J,K))/(2.*DX)
92 DIHUX1 =( 3*HT(I , J)*U(I,J , K-11*HT ( 1-29J1*U(1-7,J,K - 1!-4*HT(I-1,J)*
91 CU(I-1,J,K-1)1/(2.*DX)
92 DIHVY =( 4 *HT(1,J *1)*V (I rJ*1,K ) -3*HT( I , J)*V (I,J , K) -HT(I t J+21* 
93 CV(I,J+2,K))/(2.*DYI
94 OIHVYI =( 4*IiT(I,J * 1)*V(I,J+1,K-11-3 * HT(I,JI * V(It J , K-11-HTII,J+2)*
95 CV(I,J*2,K-1))/(2.*DYI
95 GO TO 200
97 117 CONTINUE
99 D1 ►iUX= l3*HT(1 ,J 1*U(I ,J ,K )*HT (I-2,J) *U(I-Z,J,K 1-4*HT( I-1, J)
99 CU(1-2rJ,K)l/(2.*DX)
133 D1HUX1 =( 3*HT(I,JI*U(I,J,K - i)+HT(I -2 ,J)*U(I - Z,J,K-11-4 * HT(I-1,J)*
131 CUfI-l , J,K-1))/(Z.*DXl
132 DIHVY =( 3*HT(I,J ) * V(I,J,KI+HT(IrJ-Z1*V(I,J-2,K)-4*HT(I,J-11*
133 CVfI,J-1, KIM 2.*DY)
104 D111VY1 =( 3*HT ( IrJ) * V (I,JrK - I 1*HT (I,J-2)*V (I,J-2rY - 11-4*HT( I,J-11*
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7.1.15 WW
This subroutine converts il to W, that is the vertical
component of velocity. The following analytic expression is used
for this conversion:
W StH+(^+(Q-1)
The actual vertical velocity component, W is defined as WZ(I,J,K)
in the model program, and it is calculated at each x, y,6.
Since WZ(I,J,K) is not used in solving the system of governing
equations, this subroutine is used only after the last time








C	 THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE EQUIVALENT VERTICAL VELOCITY
	3	 C	 (IN THE SI0 14 A COORDINATE SYSTEM) INTO THE ACTUAL VE R TICAL VELOCITY






































	 IFIMARII,J).EQ.C) GO TO 9
	
17
	 IF(MAR(I,J)•EQ•111 GO TO 11
	
13
















IF(HARtI,J).EC.: ) GO TO 103
	
23




IF( M AQ(I,J)•EQ•51 GO TO 105
	
25




IFtMARtI,J).EC991 GO TO IC9
	
27


















































104	 CTAX= ( 3*ETA ( I,J)*ETA ( I-2,J)-4 * ETA(I -19J))/(2.*DX)
	
tit








105	 ETAX= ( 4*ETA ( I*1,JI-3 *ETA(I,J)—ETA ( I*29J ))/( 2.*DX)
	
45












ETAY =( 4*ETA ( I,J*1)-3*ETA(19J)—ETA ( I,J*2))/(2.*DY)
	
49

























67 (:rJ r K ) =HTC (I ,J )*W (I ,J,K1 *( ( K-1)*CIZ-1. )*t 01TE( I,J) -HTDI I,J))/DT
121
A













This subroutine calculates the pressure field at time level
n+l by knowing the contour depth, H and density, p at n+l. Note,
that this is the integrated form of the hydrostatic equation.


















c	 THIS SWIROUTINE C/LCULATES THE PRESSURE FICLO
SUBRCUTINE PRESl1NgjNgKNtHTtl4olGR9PoOZ1
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7. 1. 17 TEMP	 !
This subroutine calculates the temperature distribution
T(I,J,K) at x, y,u at each time step using a forward differencing
in time. T(x, y, a) at t- ^t (• T(I,J,K) 	 is calculated from
T(x,y,a) at t •0 (-TN1(I,J,K)). Thereafter, T at time level
n+1 (-TN1(I,J,K)) is calculated from T at time level n(-T(I,J,K)).
The spatial derivatives, once again, have been appro„!...
	 by
central differencing in the interior of the domain, and three
point single sided differencing on the boundaries, except at
MAR-6 and MAR-B. The numerical scheme is given in Volume I.
Note, that the adiabatic approximatiol given in Volume I
calculates the temperature at boundary points after the energy









































































	 DIIX=IH (I * 1,J) -H tI -1 ,J) l/ (2. *DX 1
	
21
	 OHY = (HI IrJ*1) -H (I,J-1) )/ IZ.*DY)
	
22
	 D1TX=(T(I*1 * J P K )-T(I-1,J,K))/(2.*DX 1
	
23






	 02TY=I T( 1,,1* 1 rK I * T( I rJ-1 rK) -2. *T (I, J,I()) / (DY*DY )
	
26


























	 GO TO 60
	
34














	 TC= (D 1HU TX*D 1HV TY *H I I,J) *OI WTZ )
	
39







































IF(MAR (I,J).E0. 7) GO TO 3000
	
50












IF(MAR(I,J).E0.11) GO TO 1CC0
	
54







	 IFVlAP(I * J),EQe l) TN1(I .J,K)=TNl(I•J-19K)
.a
DO 2003 I =1tIN
DO 2::00 J=19JN
IFIISAR( I oil .EQ.C)
IF(MAR ( I 9040. 11
IF( MARL I t J) .E Co 1
IFIMAR(1 9 0 EQ.;)
IF WAR I ItJ).E0.111
IF11!AR(I t J) * Coot 1
IFIMARI l tJ1.EC.0 1












































IFIMAR(I t J).EO.31 TN1IItJtK)=TN1(I*1tJtK1











IF(MAR(I t J).E 0. 5) TN1 ( I t J t K) =( TN1(I * 1 t J t K)*TN1(I t J-1 t K))/2.
IF( M A R ( ItJ)•EO . T ) TN1 ( ItJtK) =( TN111419JPK 1 4TNIgItJ*1,K)Ii2t
INMAR(I oil 4 0.q) TN1 ( ItJtK1 =( TN1(I - ltJtK)4TN1(IPJ 4 19K))/2.
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7.1.18 OLDHT
This subroutine transforms H(x,y,o) at time level, n+l
(-HTE(I,J))into H at time level n (-HTD(I,J)) and H at time
level n is transformed to H at time level n-1(-HT(I,J)). These












C	 THIS SUBROUTINE TRAN5F0 ►'MS MATRIX HTE INTO HT FOR T)IE NEXT TIME CYCL,
	




































This subroutine tranforms u and v at time level n-1
(= D ^I,J,K) and E(I,J,K)) into u and v at time level n(-H(I,J,K)
and G(I,J,K)), and u and v at time level n is transformed into
u and v at time level n-1 (-U(I,J,K) and V(I,J,K)). These trans-
















C	 FOR 111E NEXT TIt,C CYCLE CALCULATICN OF HORIZONTAL VELOCITIES AT
	
S
	 C	 EACH X-Y LOCATICII AND DEPTH IN THE DOt+AIN
	6
	
Ctrrtr ►► rrwr ►► atrrrwavt ►► a ►► trrta ► 4a^rttwat ► ra ► trartrr^tr ►► a^tawrttrta ► t ► tatrtax
	
7	 SUUROUTINE OLDUV ( IN,JNgKN,U,VtHtGgD,E)
	





	 00 10 K=19KN
	11
	 00 10 I=I,IN
	 ?






























This subroutine transforms T at time level n+l (-TN1(I,J,K))
into T at time level n(- T(I,J,K)). This transformation is per-














C	 CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE AT EACH X-Y LOCATION AND DEPTH IN THr oVi.
	
M





































This subroutine calculates the wave neight, n (x,y)
(-WI,J)) at the end of each time step.







2	 C+wrrrwwrrrrtwrrr*rtrrsrwwwrrrrwrwwrrrwwwrwwrrrrtrrwrrrtrrttww^ ► trrwrtrrtrr^
	
3	 C	 THIS SU9f ; 0UTINE CALCULATES THE WAVE HEIGHTISURFACE ELEVATION ABOVE
	






7	 DIMENS1014 HT( INrJN ) rHI (IN rJN) 9 01AR11NrJN ) r ETA( INrJNI
	
S	 00 10 I=19IN
	
9	 00 10 J= 1 rJN
	














This subroutine writes out the physical and numerical
parameters at the end of each computer run, i.e. after the last








3	 C	 7141S SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL PA40ETERS FUR THE
	
V	 C	 VARIABLE VE1 ITY MODEL AT THE ENC OF EACH COMPUTER RUN
	
S	 Criitr*r*wr so* ****iii*rr*irrirrr*w***wii*r*0004** w* 0r*000r*iri*iyr*w0w*wi.^r
	











11	 I	 FORMAT( ,/*
 CI= 9 vEl5.7,/ 0 CM= 9 ,E1S 0 7 l / 9 CV: 9 , C1567 / •
 CP=9,E15.79
	
12	 C/• CC='•EIS.7•/• DX= 9 941S.7,/ • OY- 6 0 E1S67 9 / 0
 OZ= • ,E1S.7,/ 0
 DT=••
	13	 CE15.7,/• TAUX= • ,E1597r/ • TAUY=• ,EIS.7•/ • TTOT= 9 gE1S.7r/ • GR=•r10	 CE150./• FF= • ,E 15.7 9 / 0 RR= •
 •CIS97•/ 0 KH =•, E15.7,/ • K V= •,EI5.7/,15	 C/• BH= • ,EIS00 •
 BV-•,E1S.7,/• ORA0= 9 9E1S97,/ •
 TI=•#E15.70/
	















2	 Cr000000*0000*so** 0rrr*r00*0.r* +0 *r** *00.0* *r *0000000 *rr00rrrr*00rr0+arrr
	I 	 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE PPINTS THE W14VE HC1614T AT EAC11 X•V LOCATION IN THE





1	 00 10 1=1,IN
	
S	 10	 PRINT 11 rI,tE TA fI ,JI ,JzI,JN )
	










This subroutine writes out U(I,J,K) and V(,I,J,K) at the end














C	 THIS SUBROUTINE PPINTS THE llORITONTAL VELOCITIES U,V AT LAC14 X-Y LOC,
	















	 PRINT 11 tK , It(U(I•JtKl,J=1tJN)
	 3
	
10	 PRINT l" ( Y(I t J jK) tJ=1,JN )
	14
	

















1	 C####*^*^r *### t#a###,t^#* r*#^rw#^vs^^ * s#,^^r####tt # ^*###•^w#t#«*a*#*#***^*###w^
	
2	 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE ACTUAL VERTICAL VELOCITY AT EACH X-Y
	
3	 C	 LOCATION AND DEPTH IN THE DOMAIN AT THE END OF EACH COMPUTER RUN
'	 M	 0##*##*+Y*r^^r^*#d########*##*»t*######**rt##^1*#w**#i+^#M^#^R##^*###i#^Y*####A>'+#M:






3	 00 10 " -IrKNI
	q	 DO 10 I=IrIN
	
10	 10	 PRINT 11rKrI9tW(19J9KIrJ=1r,JN)
	















1	 Ct. ti«... i«. i.i.i.tM...M.•Mtiiit«tMi.i.M..ti.i««it.t«i.i«..«. «t «..««ii.i«tx
	
2	 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE TEMPERATURE AT EACH X •Y LOCATION AND DEPTF








7	 DO 10 K=19KN
	
B	 DO 10 I=19IN
	
9	 PRINT 11rKv2•(T(IrJvK)rJ=IvJN)










This subroutine writes on magnetic tape all calculated




? Ciiiiiitttttiittiiiitttilt+tiittitiyiiiittt+tiiitttttiiiiiitlitti ► iiiiw+iii.
3 C	 THIS SUBROUTINE	 WRITES ON MAGNETIC TAPE• 	 FOR THE.	 VARIABLE DENSITY
• c	 MODELr
	
THE VALUES FOR THE VARIABLES AND PHYSICAL AND NUMERICAL
5 C	 PAGAMETERS FOR	 STORAGE AND FOR READING IN DPTA FOR THE NEXT COHPUTEo
6 t:tti►iiitiittitttttttttttittiitgrtiiitiitiitittittttitiiiiirtliiititiitiiiw'
7 SUUPOUTINE	 STORC (IN rJN,KN,U,V,W,Hi ,HT,HTO9HX,HY,MAR,:TA,P,RO,CI,
I CCC,CII•CV,CP,OX, PY rD2 rD T 9 T A U X rT A UY rTTOT,H,G,HTE,T r TTOT 1,1121
9 DIMENSION UtIN,JN,KNI,V(lN,JN,KN)tW(lNrJNrKN1rPtINPJNrKN),
12 CHIIIN,JN)	 HTIIN, JN)9HTDtIN, JNI,HX1INrJN1,HYIIN,JN),MARtIN,JN),
11 CETA(INrJNjIRO(III,JN, KNI,H( I119JN,KNI,G(INtJN,KNI9HTEIIN9JN)
12 C,T(IN9JN,KNI,M2(IN,JN9KN)
















29 C (1 (Wt(I, J,K) r K= I,KN 1 ,J=1 rJN ), I=1 9 1N I,
33 CCI,CC,CH,CV,CP,I)X ,DY,DZ,DT,TAUX,TAUY,TTOT,TTOTI





1.2 MAIN PROGRAM FOR NASUM III
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1.2.1. MAIN3
This is the main program for free-surface complete
field model. This program reads in the data, initializes
the necessary quantities, co-ordinates the subroutines and
calculates the velocity and temperatures in the whole domain
under consideration. The parameter statement defines the
size of the computational domain. The subroutine "XYSH"
does horizontal stretching. The subroutine "READ 2" reads
the MAR matrics which distinguishes the various points in
the domain. The subroutine "INITIB" sets the initial condi-
tions on velocities, temperatures, surface height and reads
the depths at various points in the domain. The subroutine
"CURNT" which is called after "INITIB" sets the velocities
everywhere in the domain equal to the current velocity.
The subroutine "INLET" puts the discharge velocity and tem-
perature at the discharge location. Then it follows a set
of subroutines to calculate the velocity and tewperature
field for the entire domain. The values of variable at



























































DIMENSION Uf IN,Jh 9 KN1 , VIINoJN , KN1 9 Wf 1N 9 JN 9 KN) ^UMfII( 9JN,KN19
CHTIIN 9 JN1 9HI(1N,JNI,LTAIIN,JNI,HTEIIN,JNI, WOO I IN, JN,KNIt
CXXIINI9YYIJN)9XXXI1119YYYIJNI9XIINI,Y(JN19AfIN$90(JN19
CH (IN 9JN,KNI 9 G(IN,JN,KN1,04IN,JN 9 KNI, E( IN, JN,KN19MH1IN,JN,KN19
CMARI IN, JNI,HIVI IN, JN19PO ( INoJK , KNI9PfIN9JN,KNI
C 9




FOR M AT 1I51
READ 2, CI,CC, CP,CH,CV
READ 2 9 GP,FF,RR,HK
R EAD :9 OX,DY,OZ
READ 2, KH,KV,BHg8V
REAP? Z,rELX,OELY,DLEX,DEEY,EEEX,EEEY





IFf IRt1N•GT.0I GO TO 4
CALL REAO71IN9JN9MAR1



















CHID •HTO 9 HYE 9 HX 9 14Y 9 ETA,P,M AP, KH,KY 9 CP PR,FF9
CCP,CC,CI,CH,CV,R0,TN,XX,YY9XXX,YYYI
CALL V,VFL11N 9 JN,KP H 	 W, HID ,nX90Y9070AR,XX,YY,WHI
CALL TEMSIIN,JN•KN,14T09HTD,HTF,UX,OY,CZ,OT,4H,BV,T,TN,TF,
C6 1I,G 9 MAP ,HK, TAI R,IAM 9 PO,YX,YY,XXY YYY,I•lh1
CALL t0UN0:(I,J9K9I"1,JN9NM9U•V9N9G90,E,W9NI.11TE,T,11,Tf1
CALL 0FNS1YfIN,JN,KN,RO,TFI






CALI I'^LE 1l I,J•K 9 I ,JN.K N,'+ 1, T, iN,TF 1





















li1KSTO R E.GT.f Ic0 TO 1000
CALL. STORrIIN•Jh•Nh•UpV•Y•HI•HT•HTO• MAR •ETA•P•RA•CI•UM•VM• cc * CHO
CCV• r P • I1X • hY•G' • L`T•TAUY•TAUY • I TOT OHIO gMTEoT • TN O TF• TAM, TAIR•0•EI
CALL 1' ovPAPAICI•C ti • CV•CP • CC•01f •OY•T1 Z•OT•TAUX9 1 AUY9T1OT • GRIFfoRRt
CK11•KV,nN ' VV I T Ain I
CALI PRPIAIT •J •IN•.JN•CTA 1
CiLI P L%'I I VIi•J• Of t IN•Jh•MN•H•GI
CALL r;^vjIN•J'1•MNowl









SUBROUTINE PROGRAMS FOR NASUM III
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7..!.  2 .	 AOUNID2
This subroutine sets the boundary conditions for
all variables. The boundary conditions for velocity are no
slip and no normal velocity on the bottom and on the shorn
line (y-axis). For temperature, the bottom and shore line
are treated as adiabatic. For open boundaries, the boundary
conditions on velocity and temperature are 3V -0 and
ar► -0 respectively. The temperature boundary condition







SUBROUTINE l30UN1 ) 2fl,J,K,IN,JN ,KN,U,V•H , G,D,ErW • HI,HTE,T,TN,TFI
	2
	
DIMENSION U(IN,JN , KNI,V(IN,JN,KNI,HIIN,JN,KN1,
	


























































































































































	 I I 1.J,K )=T AIf2,J,K 1
	 4
	 I I 1,.) I M )=IF (2,J 9 K 1
	55































00 25 I =19IN
64
	





















"HECEDiNG PAGE 13LANK NOT FILMED
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7.2.3. GONST
This is a small main program and need to be run
in order to determine the constants DEEX, DEEP, EEEX, EEEY
which are used in the subroutine "XYSH". The input cards
reads
(1) XB, A, DX, AN
(2) YB, B, DY, BN
where XB, YB are X and Y boundary distances.	 A and B are
distances from the shore line ( y-axis) and x-axis respec-
tively from where the stretching starts. It is shown below.
DX, DY are the minimum grid size needed. AN, BN are the



















IF(X@•LE.O.i GO TO 600
	
5	 1IRITE16,111 XR,A,DX,AN
6 11 F0RfAT('1$1vxANDRY:9tF10.Iq •










































IF(x.GT.XP) GO TO 8
	








































	 1 J =J +1
	35
	







	 U=A 11 I 4111 lE2-011C12,85.1
3A
	
ERR?= - F. 1 •C12*5 INN (11)
	39
	





























































6? 5 FORMATIIX t l lz l ol4r • 	 XL= 9 tF1062q 9	X= • t F10.2 9 0	 DELTA-•tF1D.11
F3 GO TO 50
64 09 YRITE16041
65 14 FOR MATIIX 9 'NBR	 ITERATIONS	 EXCEEDED	 30.1
66 CO TO	 400
67 41C STOP
6r. ENO
"44'#VDING PAGE PLP. IK NOT Pt Mf.. °.;
H




This subroutine sets the velocity field in the
whole domain equal to the current velocity. In this case
2 cm/sec is chosen. If the initial current is more, the
values should be made equal to the moasured value of current.
If there is no initial current, this subroutine can be de-





SUBROUTINE CUR NI II•J•K • IN•JN•KN•U•V • H•G 0•EI
DIMENSION U (IN •JNgKNI VIIN .IN,KNI
	




r^	 (10 10 K_199N1
	
e	 00 IC I=19IN
	
7	 00 lC J=I•JN
	
A
































This subroutine computes for the whole domain the





































This subroutine calculates the wave height by








3	 SUBROUTINE ETTIT4•JN9HT •HItVAPgrT1I
DIMENSION " if IN^JNI 9 HIIIN,JN1 9 MARIIN t i 's rTAllN^JN1
	
5	 00 10 I=1•IN
	
b	 00 10 J%1IJN
	






' ?ECEDMIG PAGE 811




This subroutine computes the free surface height
using the equation
1	 a HU	 o a (HV) da	 rah
-T _ f (X - X + Y ---Sy )	 - (Wb - U  X T-
0
-VbY -M)
The nwuerical scheme used is forward difference in time
and central difference in space (FTCS). Simpsons rule is
used for numerical integration.
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1 S1141011TIAE	 HITVIINgjNvKN @ MAR 9UoVsHT 9 HTO 9 MTfeflZ I, OTgox DY0HOUM
2 Ctxx,YYtYH)
3 DIMENSION	 M g RIIN # JNI 9 UIINvJNvKNIoVIT 01gJN	 KNI	 "TtINvJNI,HTDIINgJN19





e DO	 5C	 I-2910111
9 ti0	 50	 J--2,JN1
10 NDUNII9JI-000
11 00	 60 K,1tKN
11) 1F10A011e J 1 9 E C a I I 1	 GO	 TO	 11
13 a0	 TO 51
14 11 Il1HUx:1 ►tT II 41 •JI ski 1I01 O J # K 1 -HTI I - I rJ 1 *UlI -I vj 9 91 1/ 42asox 1
15 01HVY:1001110J011+ VIT#J*1 ♦ KI-HTII,J- 11 +VII9J-19KI1/12.*OY1
16 C....51MP5 ON O 1;	 PULE	 IS	 USED	 FOR	 INTE1iRATION
17 IFIM.F:0.l.rP*X*C0.5l	 60	 TO	 101
1R cp.K.ro.41	 GO	 TO	 102
►IDU"I I oil :I10lHUx.xxll1401 ►IVYtYYIJ1I+DZ+1'1./3.11 •HD1jM119J1
2^ 60	 T O	 103
Z1 Ir.i 11rlu"II•J1:IIPIHUXMXXIII .OiHVY+YY1J11 +DZ/3.1•HDUMIIoJI
GU	 r0	 1113
23 1CZ :+l:ituI!•J1=11i7II!UXOXXIII* OIMVY+YYIJilsDZ•I4./3.11•HOUM(loJI
zu It 3 cnNrt"!UE
25 HIC1!•JIzHTD11•JI-HOUMI19JI#OT
26 6t' C 0 N T I h U E
27 11 T1 I I •J)= ►IIE 1 T,JI -LHI 1 9JvHNI*DT
2 R Sr) CONTI ►SUE




•i'hie subroutine reads the depths for a constant
depth basin and initializes the values U,V,W,P,p,T and HI.
The program sets u,v,w and wave height ETA equal to zero.
The temperature is set equal to the ambient temperature.
The pressure is hydrostatic.
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SUBROUTINE TNITID(IN,JN,KN,ETA ► HT,HI,U,V,RO,P,GR,RR,OZ,HTD,n ►
CE 9 H 9 G 9 H T E ► T, TN ► TF ► TAN , UM, VM,Y,Ox 90  1


































00 A 1=1 IN

















































































This subroutine puts the velocity and temperature
of the discharge at the discharge location. The value of
velocity specif i ed in this subroutine should be calculated
depending upon the mass of the discharge.
175
SUPPOUTINE INLET(I # JjKrINgJN KN WHpT,TNgTFI
OIMFNSION TIIN,JN,Kh1#6HIIN,JN,KNI


























This subroutine mixes the temperatures by an aver-








































	 IF ITII,J,K+11.fE.T(l,J,K+211 00 TO 2
	
1?


































	 3	 CON T I%UF
	
24	 1F ITII,J,K• 31.CE.T(I,J,K+4)1 60 TO 4
	
2^
	 AVT=t II I , J,KI+TfI•J , K+II+TII,J9K+21 TII,J ,K+3)•T(I ,J,K+411/5.0
	
f.	 T I I ,J,I() =AVT
	
27
	 T (I ,J,K • 1)=AVT
























This subroutine sets the values of height HTD at
time level n to HT at time level n-1 and HTE at time level
n+l to HTD at time level n after all computation are comple-
ted. This is necessary in order to retain values of height




1	 C	 THIS PROCRAM TRANSFERS MATRIX HTO TO HT
2	 C
I	 SUUROUTTNE OLDHTIIN9.INgHTEvHTD0T1
4	 OINfN;ION ►ITD(I fi t JN) HrE (IN gJNI off T (IN 9JN)
5	 00 IU I=10IN
{	 6	 00 10 J=19J4
1	 7	 HT(I#J)=HTU(I rJ)









This subroutine sets the values of velocity
and temperature at time level n+l equal to the values at
time level n and the values at time level n are made equal
to the values at time level n-1. This is necessary in order







1 C TIIIS PROGRAM	 TRANSFERS MATRICES	 UrV	 TO DE
	
RFSPECTIVCIY






6 CHI I"tr.INrKNlrRII ►ir.Nirl;NIrT11'4rJNrKNIrTN(1;4rJNrKN1 rTF{INrJN,KN)
7 00	 10 K=1rK4
n 00	 10	 I=1rIN
9 00	 10 J+1rJN
10 U(IrJrK)=N(TrJrK)










This subroutine prints the input values and the
, total time the model is simulated.
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THIS SUOROUTINC PRINTS PARAMETERS FOR THE FREF SURFACE MODEL
SUBROUTINE PNP A R AICItCllgCVgCP 9 CC t oX to y toz 9 0Tj TAU XgTAUYgTTOT,GR,FF.CRR, KHq K VgPH. P Vq TA IR 1
PP1NT 1tC1•CH•CVtCCoCPPDXoDY*Dt90TVTAUK,TAUYtTTOT96R,FF94R,K4,4V
CgRH,8V,TAlR
1	 FORMATI/9 CI= • tF15.7,/' CH- l t E15.7 t / •
 CWOC 1S.7/ •
 CP=9.[15.7.
C/' CC- o gC15.7•/ • 0X- , vEl5 * 7 t / • DY= • 9E15.7•/ •
 DY= • t E15.7 9 / •
 DT=' ♦
CL15.7 9 / 0
 TAUX- 9 9E1S.7,/ • TAUY= 9 9 [15.7,/ 9
 TT0T= • •E15.7r/` Gk_•v
CE15.7 9 / 4 FF - 9 vE15.7,/ • RR :I tCl5.7 9./* KH- 9 9
 E15.7 t / •
 KV=tpEIS*79/C o BH-' t E15.7 # / •























This subroutine calculates the pressure field












5	 00 10 I:19IN
	

















This subroutine prints wave height (ETA).
1187




5	 00 10 I=1OIN
6	 10	 PRINT 11g1#IETAII9J)gJ=ltJN)
























UI 4 FNSICN T(IN,JN,KNI
	5





















a ^ 4 r





This subroutine prints u and v velocity in the
whole domain,
7191	 A
1 C NIS PROGRAM	 PRINTS






6 UO	 10	 K=19KN
7 UO	 10	 I=10N
9 PRINT
	 11rK,I,(U(I,J,K)rJ=19JNi
9 10 PRINT	 12, (V(I,JrK ),J=1 ••1N )
10 11 FORMAT(/'	 K= 9,I3,3X,'I=',I3,/'
	
U—VELOCITY•/(5X,8E1597))






This subroutine prints Q values in the whole domain.
1	 193





5	 00 10 K=1rKN
b	 DO 10 1=10IN
7	 10	 PRINT I1rKrI•IWIIrJrhIrJ=1•JN1
N	 11	 FONMATI /r K= 1 9 I3•3X• r
























This subroutine is used to read the information
stored by subroutine "STORE". Tais subroutine is used
from second run onwards in order to use the values created
in the first run (ie IRUN-0). "REA.D1" and "STORE" corres-
pond to each other. The "READ 1" subroutine uses a file








SU1: ROOT INE READ1 (IN,JN,KN,U,V,W III MY •IITD• MAR ,FTA•P•1(r1•CI•Uu,VM,
v
	






DIMENSION U( IN• JN,1(MI,V(IN,JN,KNI,W(IN,JN,KNI,P(IN,JN,KN)•
7
	




 JN) t R OfIN,JN,KNI,NIIN• JAI,KN),b( IN, J11,KNI,HTEt IN, JNIt
9
	
CTIIN,.1N•KN1, Th''ITN,JN,KV 1,TF I I'l  ,JN,KN) •T All( IN, JN•KN)
10
	












































C(IHItI. JI, J=IrJI11,L=1, 1'1),IIMMI ► Jl,J=1rJN),f= 1,I "J),
25
	
C(IHTlI,J1,J=1rJN1,I=3•I!J1•llElA(I,J ► ,J=I,JN1,L =1,Ih1,
2u
	
C(IITII,J,K),K =1•KIV),J=I,JN)91=19IN ► ,
27
	
CI I (TN(I,J,K 1 ,K=1,KN) ,J=1 ,JN ),I=1 • IN ),
2N
	

















This subroutine reads the "MAR" matrix. The MAR
numbering system-is used in order to identify the points
in the interior, on the boundaries and outside the domain.
The "MAR" numbering used is as follows,
MAR (I,J) - 0 for points outside the domain.
MAR (I,J) - 1 for upper horizontal boundary.
MAR (I,J) - 2 for lower horizontal boundary.
MAR (I,J) - 3 for left vertical boundary.
MAR (I,J) - 4 for right vertical boundary.
MAR (I l i) - 5 through MAR (I,J) - 10 are boundary corners
and are specified as below.
14AR (I,J) - 11 for points in the iterior.






























































This subroutine is used to stores the value
at the and of all computations on a file designated as
"UNIT 8".
201




STORE ( IN,J$4,KN,U,V.wrHI , HTrHTDrMAR , ETA,P , RO,CIrUMrVH9
4 CCC,CH,CV,CP,DX,OY,UZ,DT,TAUX,TAUY,TTOT,H,G,HTE,T,TN,TF,TAM,TAIR,
5 Cf),E)
1	 4 DIMENSION U(IN,JN,KNI,V(IN,JN,Kti),W(INvJN,KNI#PIINtJN,KN),
^	 7 f:NTIIN ,Jtd),NIII)I,Jtr),MTDIIN,JNI,MAR(IN,JNI,DIIN,JN.KNI,c1IN,JN,(Nl,
8 CETA(IN,JN),ROIIb,JV9KN ► ,H( 14, JN,KN),61I4,JN,KNI,HTEIIN,JN1.






14 C((tH(T I J,K),K=I,KN),Jr ltJN), I=l,IN),
F	 15 C M G(I 9J,K),K=19ItN),J=I,JN1,I=1,IN)r
16 Cl ( (0l I, J,IO,K = 1,K11) , J= IrJ ►1 ),I=l,INI,
17 CII(EII,J,K),K=1,KN),J=1•JN),I=1rIN ► ♦
l	 18 Cl(lP(I,J,K),K=1,KN),J=1,JN),I=1,IN1r
`	 19 C(I(PO(I,J,K),K=I,KNI,.I=I,JN),I=I,INI,
20 CI ( (UM( I,.1,K) 0 K=I,KN ),J=I,JN),I=1,IN1,
21 C( ( ( V M ( I, J, K) ,KZ I,KN )..l=1, JN ),I=1 ,IN),
22 C( (H TO ( I, J),J=1,Jti I, I=i, IN ), ( (HTE l I,J) ,J =I ,JN),I= 1,IN),
1	 23 C( ( HI(I,J) , J-1,JN ),I=1 „ tJ ), ( (MAR ( I,JI,J=3 ,.IN1,I =I rIN),
24 C((HT(I,.1),J=19JN) 9 I=1,IN)9( ( ETA(I , J),J=19JN)9I = 19IN),




28 C(((TAM(I,J,KI,K=I,+(U),J=l,JN),1=1, IN) ,















This subroutine computes temperature only in the
interior of the domain. The schemes used are forward in
time and central in space (F.T.C.S.). Vertical diffusion









































SU"RVUT IKE TFMS t IN,JN , ^ N,HT , HTD,11TE,PX rDY,rIZ,DT,PHrBV , TrTN,TF,
C ► ,H,G,MAR,HY,,TAIR,TAM,PO,XX,YY,XXX,YYY,L,LNI
l`I pj r N^ION ►ITIIN ,JNI rIITD(IN ,JNI,HTEIIN,JNI,MARIIN,JN1,
C T A  11% 9 JN,KN 1 r bb 1 I N JtJ,kN  1 rHI IN , JN,KN 1 ,G (IN, JN,KN  I,RO (IN q JNqXN  19(.XXtIN1,YY(J R, IrXYX(IN) YYYIJNIt
cl (I I',J`1,KN), TN  INrJN,KN) , TFI IN,JN,KN 1
KNI =K N —1
J4 I =Jti —1
00 I(. K=1,KN1
00 IC I=29IN1
I le I(! J=.:,JN1
IF1 ►'A 0 11 t JI.E0 111 CO TO I1
GO TO 3?C
11	 CON TI`1UE
UHUTx_ INT<'I I•I rJ1* Ht I+I,J,K) * TN(I+IrJ,K 1 — NTDII-1 ,Jl
CvHf I-1,J,r(l*TNfI-1 rJ,Kll/f2*DX)
V W V T Y=( HTrfI,J+1)*G(I,J+l,kl*TN(IrJ•I,K1 -
CHTV(I,J—1 I*r'(IrJ-1,K)*TNII,J—IrKll/(:*OYI
01Y _(HT11gJ•11-HTtI,.I-!)1112*DY1
DITY- I TN(I,.I+1 rN 1 -TN( I,J-I,K 1 )/ (2*DY )
t)ITY=(TN(I,J+J ,K I+TN(I,J-1,K I-2*TNtT ,J,KI I/f DY*DY)
UHX = ( ► 1T ( I • 1 rJ 1 -HT I I-1 •Ji ) / t2*f X 1
G1T Y =(T w (I • I,J ,KI-TN(I -1,JjK1)- (2*DXI
0?TX=t TN( I• I,J,K!• TN( I-I,J,N 1-2*TNII rJ,K) )/(OX*DXI
IFIN. r 0.I) (;0 TO 5C
nIWTZ'(W I I,J,K+1 l *TN( T,J,K+I) -W (I •J,K-i )*TN t I,J,K-J))/(2*DZI
DIT I =f TNIT,.;,K+1)-TN(I,J,N-Ill/!2*OZ)
02T-I:IT'v(i,J,K+1)4TN(IrJ,K-11-T(I,J,Kll/107*071
GO TO :mD
c 	 01WTZ=14vWI I,J,K411*TNIT,J,K+11- • 3*WII•JrK)*TNf1rJ,K1-
rw	 •J,K*2IvTNfI,J,K+2)!/12*0ZI
.IIT7=HT(I,J)*HK*(TN(I,J,I)-TATR1
G: t'1=(7vTNII• J, K•1)—T(I,J,N11/fO:^^OZ1-2*O1T7/OZ
C(''.T1N,UF
POT '= 1 ►► TF t T• J I — HTO (19J)1/10T)
TLX=UHUTX*XX(II
TLY'I r ► -VTY*YY (J)
TL,•-f4TD( I,J)•FIV17
I LL = ( (K —I )on,' —I ) *OHT*11 IT Z
T17TLX•TLY.TL7•TLC
I LI A :!'H*(;,HX*XX(I )*U1TX*xX(I)+ HT (I,J)*XX(I1*XX(Il*O2TX•HT(I,J)*
('tXX(I)onITXI
IPY!*1 r * f "HY*YY fJ )*011 Y*YY  W) +4T ( I,J) *YY I  1*YY (J) on2TY•HT ( I,J)*
"YYYt.I)vf 1TYI
bn TO 5;'^
TCV=6V*T', T,' I /HTC' I,J1
T,. , = Tr , Tr,V
IFI T,J,K 1=11Tp-TLI*IIT4HTI'(I,J)*TN'(I,J,KI1/









This sets the values of velocity at one boundary




OIMFNSION G( IN, JN,KN)901IN,JN,KNI,E(IP1,JN,KN)
UIMENSION T( IN,JN,KNI,TN(IN,JN,KNI,TF(IN,JN,KN1
KN1'KN-I

























This subroutine computes u and v velocities from
the two horizontal momentum equations. The schemes used
are forward in time and central in space. DuFort-Frankel
scheme is used on the vertical viscous termu. This subroutine
computes velocities only in the interior.
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1 SUh^011TfNF	 IIVF.LI (Ih,JN9KN,U.V.H,G,0 9 E,DX,IIY,DZ	 W,TAUX,TAUYVDT9
2 CHT,NTr,,HTF 9 HX,MY,f IA,P 9 MAR,KH 9 KV,C,7, OR * FF,CP,CC * CI,CH,CV,RO, T,
CXW,YY,XXX,YYY)
4 WFAL	 KH,KV
a OIMI*VION	 UIINrJN , KNl, V(IN,JN,KNI,HcIN,JN,KN)961IN,JN,KNI,
E CU (I'- , JN,KI.) ,E (IN	 JN , KN  I,HT (IN	 JN I,HTD (IN	 JN l ,H TE (IN	 J" I  ,HX ( IN,JN I,
'	 7 CHY(IN9JNl,rTAfIN
	 JN1,P (IN 9JN,KN),HAR(IN,JN)9W(Il'IrJN,KN)
F C, Rot Iti9JA9KN)9TI IN.Jh,KNIt
9 CXX(TK),YY(JN),XXXfIN),YYYfJNI
1^ K%I =K "-I
I INI:I ►-1
12 J'11 =JN - I
13 ;► n	 10	 I=29IN1
14 00	 10 J=2 9 JN 1
1° no	 I	 K=I,KNI
1 IF4"A:1I,J).EO,1IJ CO TO 11
17 GO	 TO	 In
l i 1	 CC%T1'.11E 
ETA YZIETA(14I,J)-ElA(I-irj)m2 *DXI
2;: DHXZ	 HT(I+1,J) -HI	 I - I,iII 112+OX)
^i nHY=(IIf lI •J* I )-M.Tf1•J-i ) I/12*f)Y1
C1PV=( P(I+I,JrK ) -P(I - 1,J,KlI /( 2*0X1
JIH !I UY =IH11+ 1 9 J,.K 1 y H (I+1,J,K )*4T0(I+1 •J1	 T - IrJ,K 1^
24 CH(I-I,J,K)*HTn(I-IrJI) /12*Ox) 	 i
75 01H1)vY= fill I 9 J+IrK ) *GI I rJ + I,K l*HT011,J+I !-H(I,J-1 ,K )t
! ('Gil	 J-19X)4;HTntT9J-!))/l2*OY!
27 01uY= (HtI +19J9K1 -H(1
-I rJrKll/Ic' *nY)
V 7 I1Y=(H1I+1,J,K)+HII-IrJ,K1-2* ►I(19J1,K1I/(nx*Dx1
29 DIUY=(H(19J +19K)-HII,J-1,K)1/12*DY)
3^ 020 Y=lH(I,1+1,K)4M (I,J- IIK )-2 *H'I,J9KII /(OY*0Y)
1-1	 CONTI%UF
32 IF ( K.F0. I )	 GO	 TO	 7C
3? CI11	 H(I,J,K+1 I *IN f1 9 J,K+11-Hf T,.1 9 K -1)*WI1 9 J 9 K -11 !/ f2*02)
?'+ ►/IU.'=(It(I,J,K+II-HII,JrK-1I)/f	 *n7)
3 r D7tJ'1=fH( I,J,K+1 I +H 	 I I J 9 A- 11-11( 1 ,J 9 K 11/ 107*n71
p. C.0	 TO	 A!
17 7-	 UIUYZ=( 4* N(T,J,K+1)*61IrJrK+I) - ?*HtTrJrK!*1111,J,K)-HIIrJ,K+21*
! 1 PI	 -(TSuX*HTr(T,JJ)/fKV)
41 D.U.'1= 1'+III T 9 J.K+1 1-Uf 1 • J,K) 1 /((^7*U71-2*OIU7/OZ
++1 +'	 cl,hTiur
4 0 1f - INfF I T,J ) -HTUII.JI )/ (nTI
it uI=rI*(n1NUUx+xXtl)+C,1 ► IuVYtiYYtJ1+NTniI•J)*DIUWI+
44 ('l 1K - 11* n i - 1) *f 1U1*CNT1
4 11 +`1 =CF	 II ► f)f I,Jl*(F I A x * 6 R 1 $ I-I.)+XXI I 1
4F UP:	 t1111'Y	 YX(AI/P01*HTnf1,Jl
47 U P A	 1•rt+XX(I ) *IiHX*IK - I 1*E 71*HT0	 19J)
4 0 11p1:11P 1 +1'P2+1)F T
4 0 UC=t"C*IITU(I,J)•FF+G(19JrK )
-






54 UV= (K1'+t, ^1111) /HT0( I,J)
55 D ( I ♦ J, K ) _ ( 1 -I1 I +IIC+()H+(JV 1 4 CT 4H Tn ( I rJ) off f I ,.I,K ) 1
56 C111TF(I,J)+(KV0PTI/(P7*C: +410(19.1))1
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5% d CONTINUESO I
 CON TI,^U!•
S9 00	 10	 1=: r1Nl
6fDC t C	 J=2 gJNI
61 UO	 7	 9 s1 91(NI
6? IFlItAP(T•JI.EO.I11	 GO	 TO	 12
6? GO	 TO	 30
64 12 CON TI01UF
6 5 ETAY :ILTA(IrJ•1)-FTAI19J-111 /12*OY1
I.( u11Y'IIIT (1.19J1-HTII-19JI)/12*OX1
67 DHY=(HT(I,J*II-HTII9J-111/12*OY1
61 3 OIPY=IP(I,J•1•K1-ptttJ-1 •K11/12*OYI
6 , U IHIIVY _ ( 1+11+1,JrK 1 *G(I +I rJrK) *HTDI 1* 1 rJ1 -H ( I-I,JrK)*Gt I-1 rJrK1*
7r CHTOI I-1 rJ1)/ (2*nx )
71 U IIIVVY: (G ( I ,J• 1 ,K I*G(I rJ• 1 rK 1*HT041 9 J+11-6(I,J-1 9 K 1*
7? CGII,J-1,K1*HTnti,J-111/12*0YI
7 7 01VX:IG(1.1rJ,K)-S(I-1,J,K)1/(2*0X1
74 D 1. VY:IG(I•IrJrKt +fiT-1rJrK)-2*GtIrJ,Kl)/10X*OXI
7F DIVY= ( Gtr,.j+i,K) -S(I,J-l,K ) 11(2*0Y1
7( G7VY_IG l 1 ,J+1,K)+f, IIrJ-1 ,K)-2*G (I,J,K I1/(DY*OY)
77 1 V I K * F 0.11
	 GO	 TO	 9C
7. GIVN7=(#-(TrJ,K•11*G(1,JrK+I) -G(I,J,K-1)*W(I ,JrK -11)/(2*OZ1
7 n DIV7= I6 ( I,JrK + 1) -6 (I 1 1 rx - 111 /(2*071
K(' D2V71 =( GII,J,K 4 11•G(I,J,K-1)-V(IrJrKII /( OZ*021)"t 60	 TO	 9F,
97 C1VwZ-( u*r(Tr1 , 14+II*W(19Jr1 + 11-t*G( I, Jr K )+ 1WIIvJ+KI-G 1IrJrK+21*
A? Call tJ,K•i11/(7*OZ1
P4 0IV7=tT	 UY*HTnII,JII/(KVI







9 ' VP3: ( f :R *YY (J) *GHY* (K-1)*07)*HTD I i,Jl
oi l VC:rC*HTO(I,J1*FF*H(1 rJrK 1
95 VH= C11 * KH*IUHX * YX(I)*XX ( I)	 IY*"T ( I,J)*XX ( I)*YXII1*n2VX
9(: C+11TIIrJ)*XXX(T)*GIVX1
S7 C+CP	 KH *(r-PY*YYIJ)*YY(J1*CIVY•HT(1911*YYIJI*YY(A*02VYQ C+NIII,J)*YYYIJ)*01VYI
9 0 VV=KV*0: V?I/HTElI I,JI
IC^ EtI,J,K):((-VT+VC+VH+VV)*F)T+HTD(IrJ)*6(I,J,KI)/
1C! C I H T F (I,JI•IKV*DTI/(0i*07*14T011,JII)
IC. 7 CONTINUE




a ` s t ,°p' pry




This subroutine calculates the value of W( Q) which







2	 CX X, YY 1
	








































































This subroutine computes the vertical velocity
(Q) by using the equation
a	 1
1( X' a (HU) + y# a aHV) } da + -7 1 ( xt a HU
o	 °
+ Y' aHV) } da +H (Wb - Ub X' - h _ VbY' Dh)
the numerical scheme used is central in space and trapezoidal
















































71115 P ROGRAM CALCULATES THE VERTICAL VELOCITY IN THE GAMMA COOROS
SUBCOUTINE MVEl1INvJNrKN9UrVvWvHTgDXrDY*Ol9MAP9XXgYY9YHI
DIMF, NSION tltll'trJNghNI gVI IN rJNrKNI,HT(INoJN)tWllNoJN + KNI+MAR(IN+JN1








IFI M t+F(IrJ).EO.I11 GO TO 20
GO TO 10
D1HUX=fHTII + 1rji•tltl + lrJrKl - 11T(I-1 9 J) +UII-1rJrK III 1?*DXI
D1HVY = I ITT II rJ + 11+V tlrJ+l r K 1-HTI I rJ-I l*VI I rJ-1 •K) l/ f2*0Y 1
IF IK.EO.I1 00 70 17
IFIK.FO.KN ) GO TO 17
DUN =GUM +U: w to 1HUX+XX (I 1+0 1HVY+YV WI ) /HT (I rJ t
GO TO 9
DUr=GI+4+07+1011+UX*XXI 11+t'i1HVY$YYIJ)) / t2+HTtT rJ11
CONTINUE
GUMCDUH+MitI+JrKN)
4 UU ='.:. 	 r
DO p K_2rKN1
IF( v A Q t!rJ1.EO.11) GO 10 40
60 t0 10
D111VX 1=INTf I+1 rJ)^UI I . 1rJrK-11 •HTII . 1 rJ1+IlII-1 ♦ JrK-111/ f 2 y 0X 1
1)1H1^Y=1N111 +1•JI+UII+1rJrK 1-HTI I-1rJ1 wUlI-1rJrK! )/ t2^DX1
o1HVY=IH1fIrJ+11•VIIrJ+1rK1-NTtIrJ-11^VtIrJ•1rK11/l2.OY1
C1HVY1=fH1lIrJ+1 i•VtIrJ+1rK-11-,^TIIrJ-1)^VIIrJ-1rK•1 1)/1^+OY1
6UU_ WC 0+U'l.+ID1HUX+XXII 1+D11tUXI+XXIII+O1NVY*YY(Jl+O1HVYI+YY(J) )/
^'+,' ► ^^1lirJ11











This subroutine does the stretching in both hori-
zontal directions and determines the constants XX(I), YY(J),
XXX(I) and YYY(J). This subroutine needs the values of
DEEX, DEEP, EEEX which are read in-the main program. In
order to obtain these values, another main program "CONST"
has to be run.
I
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THIS SUPSOU11NE COMPUTES THE HORI70NTAL STRETCHING CCNSTANT
501. 0011TINf XYSHII%s JNs OfLYMELY.oEExovEEr.EfExorEEY9XX9YY.
CXVX.YYYOAOBVX.Y)
11TP,
 Ns 10% XIINI.XXIINI.xXXIINI.YIJN10YYIJNI•YYTIJNItAIINI.GIJN1
U0 1C; I=1 I 16
X111".11-114PELX
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TABLE 1: Representation of variables at different time
levels







u-velocity U H D
v-velocity V G E
w-velocity WH WH WH
w W W
Density RR RR RR
Temperature T TN TF


























































BY USING SUBROUTINE XYSI
CONVERT VERTICAL
VELOCITY W INTO n
TTOT • oT	 TOTAL TIT	 TTOT > 0T
TTOT
USE FORWARD DIFFERENCE USE CENTER DIFFERENCE
TIM FOR CALCULATION TIM FOR CALCULATION
CALCULATE 11 BY USING CALCULATE H BY USING
SUBROUTINE HEIGHT SUBROUTINE HEILN
CALCULATE U,V BY USITTG CALCULATE U,V BY USIN
SUBROUTINE UVVEL SUBROUTINE UVVELN
U	 T	 _a BY USING
SUBROUTINE WVEL CALCULATE A BY USING
CALCULATE T BY USING CALCULATE T BY USING
NE TM BB2UTIvE TEIrpli
I
CALCULATE P BY USING CALCULATE P BY USING
I SUBROUTINESUBROUTINE PRES PRES
CALCULATE n BY USING CALCULATE n BY USING
SUBROUTINE ETT SUBROUTINE ETT
C^,TnqkjHE NEXT STEP BY
CIW4GE THE NOTATION 0
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Fig. 4 Map of southeastern Dade County showing the area
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Fig..7	 Florida Power and Light Company§ Hutchinson





















































































Fig.9 Physical horizontal grid point system for
the free surface model sample problem applied













































Discharge volume 263,000 G.P.M
Discharge Velocity: 0.102 cW/sec




Total Time: 60 min.
26
0	 500 m
Fig.11 Surface isotherms obtained after 1 hour
of simulation of the free surface model
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The wind shear stresses Tzx and TZy are computed by using
the Wilson curve as shown in Fig.12. First, the magnitude
of the wind velocity, in meters / sec., is used to read off from
this curve the resultant shear stressjT Zx and Tyz are deter-
mined by simply resolving T into its respective components.
As an example, consider a wind of 10 mph from the South
West direction. Assume that the direction of North is in the
same direction as the positive x-axis, and East is in the same
direction as the positive y-axis as shown below.





Then	 Tzx = T cos 450 _ .4 cos 450 _ .283 dynes/cm2









The analysis in this section is taken from Harleman et al.
( 1973)
1. Solar Radiation (short-wave)
The incident solar radiation impinging on the water surface
may be expressed as:
fps 
s (PaC (1-0.65C2)
Where wsC- clear sky solar radiation obtained using the 100%
possible sunshine curve (given in Appendix B)
C = fraction of sky covered by clouds
The reflected solar radiation is typically 6% of incident solar




ps - 19sr - 0.949 SC (1-0.65C2)
2. Atmospheric Radiation (long wave)
The basic equation for the incident atmospheric radiation,
`Pa is given as:
4
^a a e CTa
Where e = average emmitance of the atmosphere
Cr = Stefan - Boltzmann constant









However, good agreement with experimental data has indicated
that	 is a function of Ta (	 ), and specifically, Ta*6
dependence gives best results for atmospheric radiation at low
temperatures, as well as providing a good fit at high temperatures.
Clear sky incident FA:!ospheric radiation,ma c may be expressed as:
_ .. x 10-13 (T* ) 6
•ac	 a
and, then incident atmospheric radiation including cloudiness
way be expressed as:
Ta_ 'Vac (1+O.17C2)
A figure of 3% is usually accepted as reflectance of a water
surface to longwave radiation. Thus the net atmospheric rad-
iation absorbed by the surface is:
•an: " 'Pa — mar = 
0.97%
and, therefore, we have:
(pan = 1.16 x 10
-13 (Ta) 6 (1 + 0.17C2)
3. Longwave Radiation from the Water Surface_p br
In reference ( ) it is noted that the emmissivity of a
water surface is independent of temperature and salt or coll-
oidal concentrations, and gives a value of 0.97. Thus we obtain:
%r = O.97m (Ts) 4
j
Where Ts = water surface temperature.
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4. Evaporative Heat Flux,
Evaporation from a water surface occurs as a result of both
forced (wind driven) convection and free (bouyancy driven)
convection. The evaporation rom a water surface is usually
written (mass/area/time) as:
E . pI'(WZ) (es. - ea)
Where,	 E - mass flux (mass/area/time)
P ' - density of water
W  - windspeed at height z above surface
F(Wz)=windspeed function for mass flux including both
free and forced convection effects (length/tirie/
pressure)
e s = saturated vapor pressure at Ts
e „ = vapor pressure at height z above surface
Then writing the above equation in heat units, the evaporative
heat flux,' ne is given by:
me = F (WZ) (es - eZ)
Where F(Wz ) = windspeed function for heat flux (energy/area/
time/pressure)
Now, dropping the z subscript (and assuming W measured "z"
above the surface -- W at the surface) we may expres F(W) for




17W . .	 natural water surface




5. Conduction Heat Flux,
Bowen (see reference	 ) has suggested that conduction can
be directly related to evaporative fluxes by assuming that
eddy diffusivities of heat and mass are identical. Thus,
oc • Rbma
T -T
where Rb = Cb • 	 a = Bowen Ratio
s-
 a
atsd Cb = Bowen constant = 0.255 mm Hg/oF
and, therefore the conduction heat flux, cp c , may- be expressed
as



















THE EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE AND THE
SURFACE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
The net heat transfer ( 	 ) through a water surface is
composed of radiation penetrating the water surface from above,
radiation out of the water surface, evaporation, and conduction
transfer. These are indicated schematically in the following
figure:
r ,
Fig. F-1. Heat Transfer Mechanisms at the Water
Surface.
The follow_..g heat balance results,
'On . 43,^, Osr + pa — ar - 'Obr, - me - Vc ........... (F-18)
47 sn	 `Pan
where On = net heat input ._ 
^psn + man -*br	 °e	 me • • • (F-lb)
Now, equation (F-1) may be rewritten as,
Vn = Or - TL ........................................(F- 2)
Where 0r = net absorbed radiation = :osn + pan
and mL °` Obr + me + 0c
A. Equilibrium Temperature Calculation, Te (See Appendix E)




O= S•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifi• (F-3)	 .
Then by using the approximate formulae in reference ( )
we obtain by setting T s a Too
0.94 ^^ (1-0.65C2 ) + 1.16 x 10 13 (Ta*) 6 (1+0.17c2)
= 0.97®(Ta*) 4
 + F (W) [ (es-ea) , + Cb (Te-Tan .. (F-4)
icrc msc = clear sky solar radiation
C = cloudiness ratio
Ta = air temperature (ot' o+: OF)
Ta = equilibrium temperature (°C or 0F)
T* = absolute temperature (OF, or OR)
PM = windspeed function (BTU/ft2/day, mm Hg)
es
 = saturated vapor pressure at water surface
temperature (mm Hg)
ea = saturated vapor pressure at air temperature
(Mm Hg)	
.
o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant X4.1 x . 0-g BTU/.ft2,
day, o R 4
Cb
 Bowen constant = 0.255 mm Hg/OP (see Appendix E)
W = windspeed (mph)
For a natural water surface,
F(W) = 17W ......................................(F-5a)
and, for an artificially heated surface,
F(W) = 22.4 (T e -Ta ) 1/3 + 14W ....................(F-5b)
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Thus, equation (F-4) becomes,
0.94 Esc (1-0.65C2 ) + 1.16 x 10
-13 (Ta*) 6 (1+0.17C2)





aa (1-0.65C ) + 1.16 x 10=13 (Ta*)6 	 2(1+0.17C )
.	 ^
= 0.97cp (To )
4 
+C 22.4 (T^ Ta) 1/3 + 14;j
[(e2 ea) + 0.2545(% Ta) ]
Therefore for known co act as' ca' Ta and ST -► To can be ,
determined by trial and error methods.
B. Surface Heat Transfer Coefficient (K)
From reference ( ) the surface heat transfer coefficient
K, can be determined as follows,
a
K = aTav 	 aav 
= Tav , since cpr
 P, m= ( Ts ) and • . BT = 0.
where Tav = i;Ta + Te ) /2
Thus,
:K= 3.8&p (T$) 3 + F (trT) [ ( BeBes ) + Cb]
T=Tav
+ Nes - ea ) + Cb (Ts - Ta ) ] aT (TO
av
,
a  W 
= 0
	 for natural water surface
Where	 _	 ^









Location - Miami (latitude 26°N)
Date - December 20
From reference ( ) ,
ST  = 2 5°C -► ea = 0.43 psis
OT  = 27 °C as agesss r= es = ee 0.51 psis
Fr= reference ( ), Figure 2.1!,, pg. 2-61 (sae Figure -3)
sec'= 
425 Langleys/day = 1560 BTU/ft2/day ... using
100%sunshine curve at 26°N, Dec. 20
Notes 1 Langley/min. = 220.62 BTU/ft 2 , hr. = 1 calarie/cm2min.
Then using equation (F-6) with C = 09
0.94 (1560) (1) + 1.16 x 10 -13 (5.37x10 2 ) 6 (1) = 4250
4 x 10
-8
 (5.406x10 2 ) 4 + 170 [ (.255) (2)+(.08) (51.7)
4206 close enough:
.^. T® = 270 
(where 1 psis = 51.7 mm Hg)
Then from equation ( 	 ),
K = 3.88 x 4.1 x 10 -8 (5.406x10 2 ) 3 + 170 (.255+0.0251x51.7)
zi
K = 290 BTU/ft 2 , °F, day









The equilibrium surface temperature, T. , for a natural
water surface, can be greater than the atmospheric temperature,
Ta , whereby T s increases from values below T a up ,:o T. as
equilibrium is reached. As can be seen in the figure below
(F-2) T. can be greater or smaller than T a depending on the time
of the day. Simply Te > Ta during the hours of sunshine and
Te > Ta at night when the water surface is cooling.
*This plot is taken from (	 ) and has no relation to the num-
erical example given in this paper. However, the numerical
example considered 100% possible hours of sunshine (Te > Ta),
+ 1
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